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CHAPTER 1 

Advantages of Resistance Measurement Method of 
Servicing for Radio Work 

THE Resistance Measurement meth- 
od of servicing radio receivers 

goes back to fundamental principles. 
It reduces every problem in radio ser- 
vicing, no matter how seemingly com- 
plicated, to a simple elementary basis. 
Considered from the standpoint of the 
electrical currents flowing through it, 
the modern radio receiver is one of the 
most. intricate pieces of apparatus in 
everyday use. Alternating current cir- 
cuits are particularly hard to under- 
stand any? calculate, even for one who 
has a thorough knowledge of higher 
mathematics. To the Service Man who 
has never had the time nor the oppor- 
tunity to delve into the mysteries of 
trigonometry and calculus, the calcula- 
tion of the electrical action within a 
radio receiver may seen hopeless, but 
thanks to the introduction of Res:stance 
Measurement methods. and to someone 
with a keen analytical mind who dis- 
carded the notion that a college educa- 
tion in higher mathematics and elec- 
trical engineering was necessary to 
service a radio set, anyone may easily 
learn its secrets. 

Reduced to the simplest terms, the 
radio set is made up of conductors and 
non-conductors. All these offer a cer- 
tain amount of opposition to the flow of 
direct current, and this opposition is 
called resistance. Unless there is 
trouble. due to a defect or through 
other causes, each part will continae to 
have a fixed. never -varying resistance. 

The value of this idea is immediately 
apparent. The hard -to -calculate al- 
ternating current is cut off from the 
radio receiver. Instead, a simple source 
of unvarying direct current, such as a 
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small battery, is used in conjunction 
with a calibrated meter to check up the 
resistance of each and every part in 
the set. Instantly the problem, scarce- 
ly solvable by higher mathematics, be- 
comes one which anyone can calculate 
by simple arithmetic. Complicated 
formulas and equations are discarded, 
since they are no longer applicable. In- 
stead, a knowledge of Ova's Law is 
all that is necessary. This vital sim- 
plification is the true reason for the 
rapidly increasing popularity of the Re- 
sistance Measurement method of ser- 
vicing. This method is basic and real. 
It is what the doctor ordered, with the 
prescription written in plain English 
instead of in incomprehensible Latin. 

Resistance Measurement not only 
does away .with the necessity for using 
higher mathematics in testing radio 
sets, but it also eliminates many differ- 
ent types of meters. The whole system 
involves little more than a good ohm- 
meter having the necessary resistance 
range. The measurements may be 
made at the tube sockets through the 
use of cables and plugs. This, at once, 
suggests another advantage. Every 
Service Man has encountered the type 
of job where the owner wants an es- 
timate before he will permit the set to 
he removed from his home. A resist- 
ance test may be made without taking 
the chassis out of its cabinet. Several 
dozen resistance readings can he taken 
in fifteen minutes. Armed with this 
data, the Service Man is in a position 
to give an immediate estimate of the 
cost of making repairs, for, he knows 
what the t:ouble is. and therefore, he 
does not have to rely on guesswork. 
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In making a Resistance Measurement 
test, the readings are taken systema- 
tically from point to point until the 
trouble is located. The entire set of 
readings may be tabulated, thus per- 
mitting a complete analysis. Incident- 
ally, the resistance readings permit the 
total isolation of each individual unit 
in the radio receiver, an advantage im- 
possible to obtain with any other 
méthod of servicing. 

The question will naturally arise as 
to the relative merits of Voltage Meas- 
urement methods and Resistance Meas- 
urement methods. Undoubtedly, each 
system has its particular advantages, 
but a consideration of the facts pre- 
sented leads to the conclusion that the 
Resistance Measurement method of 
servicing will ultimately supersede the 
voltage measurement method. Voltage 
readings are often deceiving in that 
they do not give a true conception of 
conditions within the receiver. They 
involve complex, complicated circuits, 
rather than individual units, making it 
more difficult for the Service Man to 
"spot" the particular point where the 
Trouble originates. 

The Voltage Measurement method, in 
most cases, requires an accurate wir- 
ing diagram together with full and 
complete data on the circuit. Resist- 
ance measurements are possible either 
with or without diagrams and data. In 
a word, the Resistance Measurement 
method is undoubtedly simpler, faster 
and more accurate. Due to the grow- 
ing importance of this method, several 
special instruments have been designed 
and are already on the market for the 
particular purpose of facilitating re- 
sistance measurement tests; some of 
these will be described in a later chap- 
ter. A typical instrument, the Readrite 
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No. 1000, includes an elaborate ohm- 
meter, together with a capacity tester; 
a D.C. voltmeter and milliammeter; 
and, also, a means of checking A.C. 
line voltages. The ohmmeter is ar- 
ranged so that it can also function as 
a voltmeter or milliammeter by ro- 
tating a switch. This meter is pro- 
vided with two cables terminating in 
plugs for gaining access to all circuits 
from the various tube sockets. A thir- 
teen -point selector switch permits one 
to take as many as thirteen different 
resistance readings, without making 
the slightest change in the connections 
between the tester and the radio re- 
ceiver. Jacks are also available for per- 
mitting the tester to be used independ- 
ently of plug and cable connections for 
the measurement of resistances and 
also for measuring voltages and cap- 
acities. 

In the design of modern radio re- 
ceivers, the use of high resistance 
coupling circuits introduces errors in 
practically all voltage measurements 
because of the multiplier effects of the 
resistors in these coupling circuits. 
Furthermore, potential measurements 
will vary with every different range of 
an ordinary service voltmeter applied to 
high -resistance circuits, so that the 
voltage readings published by a radio 
manufacturer may be found quite dif- 
ferent by the Service Man when an- 
alyzing the set with a voltmeter of the 
same sensitivity, but of a different 
range from that used by the radio 
manufacturer. 

Such differences do not exist in mak- 
ing resistance measurements, and hence 
this point constitutes another powerful 
argument in favor of the resistance 
measurement method of servicing radio 
receivers. 

i 
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CHAPTER 2 

Basic Principles 

AKNOWLEDGE of the elementary 
principles of electricity is neces- 

sary so that all the problems encoun- 
tered in radio receiver servicing can 
he isolated and solved by the proper 
application of fundamental truths. 

1 ithout further preamble, let us con- 
sider that statement upon which all 
forms and branches of electrical engin- 
eering is based: 

OHMS LAW 

STATEMENT OF OHMS LAW. 
"Current flowing in a conductor will 
increase directly with an increase in 
voltage. and will decrease directly with 
an increase in resistance." In other 
words. voltage is the cause, while cur- 
rent is the effect; and the amount of 
the effect is directly dependent upon 
the amount of cause and inversely upon 
the amount of opposition offered to the 
effect. 

MECHANICAL ANALOGY. Sup- 
pose that by exerting a certain effort, 
a man is able to walk a certain dis- 
tance. on a smooth city road. With 
double the effort, he can walk double 
the distance on the same road. Assume 
that on a rough country road, with the 
same effort, he can walk only half this 
distance, or with double the effort, he 
can walk the original distance. Apply- 
ing this analogy to electricity, a cer- 
tain voltage causes a certain current 
to flow. Double the voltage will cause 
double the current to flow, if the re- 
sistance is the same. If the resistance 
is doubled. however, the same voltage 
will result in only half the current flow. 
With double the voltage and double the 
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resistance, the same current will flow. 

OHMS LAW (EQUATION): 
E \ oltage 

I =-; 
R Resistance 

Where I, E, and R are expressed ín 
amperes, volts, and ohms respectively. 
The terms of voltage, current and re- 
sistance are used with the understand- 
ing that the reader has some elemen- 
tary knowledge of electricity. In so 
far as the limitations of this book pre- 
vent a complete review of the funda- 
mentals, reference can be made to 
books covering the subject of funda- 
mentals in electrical engineering. 

The equations below all mean the 
same thing, and serve to express in 
various forms the idea set forth above. 
E = I X R; Voltage=CurrentXRe- 

sistance 
F. Voltage 

R = -; 
I Current 

The substitution of numerical values 
in place of names or letters will make 
the meaning clearer. It will be seen 
that if any two values are known. the 
third can be determined from these 
equations. 

PROBLEM: A choke used in the fil- 
ter system of a "B" supply unit has a 
resistance of 100 ohms, and the voltage 
drop across the choke is 50 volts. What 
is the current flowing through the 
choke 

Using the first statement of Ohms 
Law, and substituting values for words: 
I equals 50 volts divided by 100 ohms. 
Thus, the current is .5 ampere. (Fig. 
1A.) 

Figure 1B shows another applica- 

Current _ 

Resistance _ 
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tion of the law that can be solved by the 
third statement. Note should be taken 
of the fact that the voltage across the 
resistor R is not 300 volts, but the dif- 
ference between the two voltages in- 
dicated, or 50 volts. Substituting in the 
equation: 

E 50 
R - -; R = -= 10,000 ohms. 

I .005 

A common calculation necessary in 
modern service work is the determina- 
tion of the value of the bias resistor 
for a particular tube. This value is 
easy to obtain, thus: 
E=IXR; E=.005X2,000=10 volts. 

= 7 
1 , 

0. = IOO'OHMS 

-A- 

-s- 
A.=.005 AMPS. 

H 2000 OHMS 

-C - 

FIG.S 

POWER 

DEFINITION. "Power is the rate 
of doing work." Thus, one man may 
perform a certain piece of work in a 
day. while another may do the same 
thing in an hour. The second man has 
expended more power. "Electrical 
power is the product of the voltage 
times the current," or in symbols: 
W=EXI; Power (watts) = Voltage 

(in volts) X Current (in amperes). 
Problem: In Fig 1B, how many watts 

are dissipated in the resistor? Watts 

= 50 volts X .005 amperes = .25 
Watt. 

In many cases it is more convenient 
to find the electrical power loss in terms 
of resistance. Thus, the equation W 
equals E times I can be stated in terms 
of the circuit resistance and the current 
flowing through it. 
«' = 1 times I times R. Watts equal 
current (amperes) times current (am- 
peres) times resistance (ohms). 

.57 

.005 
AMP. 

In Fig. 2 there is a circuit with a 
resistor in series with the cathode and 
the ground of a '27 type tube. This 
resistor supplies the bias for the tube. 
If the resistance has a value of 2,000 
ohms, what is the power loss in the re- 
sistor? 
W = .005 X .005. X 2,000 = .65 watt. 

Another form of this equation states 
the power in terms of voltage and re- 
sistance. 

voltage X voltage 

resistance 
A tube has a D.C. plate resistance 

of 40,000 ohms and the voltage applied 
between plate and ground is 200 volts. 
What is the power lost in the plate cir- 
cuit of the tube? See Fig. 3. 

200 X 200 
R' _ - 1 Watt. 

40,000 

KIRCHHOFF'S LAWS 

These laws depend on Ohm's Law. 
They constitute a further application 
of Ohm's Law to more complicated cir- 
cuits. 

In addition to simple electrical cir- 
cuits, conductors may be connected in 
various complicated networks, all of 
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which come under the heading of 
"divided circuits." By means of Kirch- 
hoff's Laws, the current in any part of 
a divided circuit may be found, if the 
resistances of the various parts, and 
the e.m.f.'s (volts) are known. 

KIRCHHOFI"S FIRST LAW: 

"Any current flowing to a point in 
any electrical circuit is equal to the 
sum of the currents flowing away from 
that point." 

KIRCHHOFF'S SECOND LAN - 

"In any closed electrical circuit, the 
sum of the impressed electromotive 
forces Ns ill equal the sum of the voltage 
drops." This statement requires modi- 
fication, in so far as "addition" of volt- 
ages is concerned. Voltages are added, 
provided that they are in the same di- 
rection, but must he subtracted íf ín 
opposite directions. 

An example of Kirchhoff's first law 
is seen in Fig. 4 where the sum of the 
currents, 8 amperes and 4 amperes, 
flowing towards point A, is equal to the 
current, 12 amperes leaving point A. 

Kirchhoff's second law is also num- 
erically illustrated in Fig. 4. Assume 

c o.000 
Owens 

N. 

FIG.j 

E200V. ó 

that the resistances of varicus parts 
of the circuit are as marked, and that 
the total internal resistance of the bat- 
tery is .06 ohm. Then according to the 
statement of the second law, if the im- 
pressed voltage is 7.12 volts: 

Impressed Voltage = 7.12 = total 
voltage drop through the lower circuit. 

Impressed Voltage = 12 X .1 (C to B) 
plus 4 X 1 (B to A in lower branch) 
plus 12 X .1 (A to D) plus 12 X .06 
(D to C through battery). 

Impressed Voltage-Total of 7.12 volts. 

In a like manner, impressed voltage 
equals total voltage drop through the 
upper circuit: 
7.12 = 12 X .1 (C to B) plus 8 X .5 

(B to A through upper circuit) plus 
12 X .1 (A to D) plus 12 X .06 (D to 
C through battery), a total of 7.12 

volts. 

CONDUCTORS AND RESISTORS 

Materials are divided into two classes 
-conductors and non-conductors. Ma- 

terials which offer a relatively easy 
path for the flow of electricity are 
called "conductors." In general, the 

It .:NP$ 

pure metals are of this class, copper 
wire being nearly always used as a 
low -resistance conductor. 

In reality there are no materials 
which are not conductors of electricity, 
but certain materials are such poor con- 
ductors, that they may be classed as 
non-conductors. When such non-con- 
ductors are used to reduce an electric 
current to a predetermined small value, 
they are called "resistors." 

DETERMINING RESISTANCE 
(excepting temperature change) 

The material of which a conductor is 
composed has an important bearing 
upon it's resistance. Thus a unit 
length and unit cross-section of alum- 
inum has about one and one-half times 
the resistance of copper having the 
same dimensions. Platinum has about 
six times the resistance of copper. 

The longer the conductor, the great- 
er the resistance; while the greater the 
cross-sectional area, the less the re- 
sistance. The length of a conductor is 

usually expressed in feet, while the 
cross-sectional area is expressed in cir- 
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cular mils (equivalent to its diameter 
in thousandths of an inch, squared.) 

It can be conveniently remembered 
that No. 10 copper wire has a diameter 
of .1 of an inch (100 mils, or 10,000 
circular mils), and that 1,000 feet of 
such wire will have a resistance of 1 
ohm. It is possible to calculate the ap- 
proximate resistances of copper wire 
(Brown and Sharpe or American Wire 
Gauge) from the above. Thus, for 
wires larger than No. 10, the resistance 
is halved for every third number of 
larger wire. As an example, No. 7 
wire has an approximate resistance of 
1/2 -ohm per 1,000 ft. In a like manner, 
for wires smaller than No. 10, the re- 
sistance is doubled for every third num- 
ber of smaller wire. The resistance of 
No. 13 is about 2 ohms per thousand 
feet; of No. 16, approximately 4 ohms 
per thousand feet, etc. The two num- 
bers between every third may be calcu- 
lated from the others, since the next 
smaller sizé has about 1.25 greater re- 
sistance, while the second smaller size 
has about 1.6 greater resistance. Thus 
the resistance of No. 11 wire is approx- 
imately.1 X 1.25 equals 1.25 ohms per 
thousand feet; and that of No. 1,4, ap- 
proximately 1.6 ohms per thousand 
feet. 

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON 
RESISTANCE: 

The resistance of practically all elec- 
trical conductors increases with increase 
of temperature. 

Two words synonymous with a re- 
sistance are "temperature coefficient." 
The term "coefficient" refers to a num- 
ber used as a multiplier. The tempera- 
ture coefficient is that multiplier which 
will give the increase in resistance per 
degree rise in temperature for each 
ohm of the material. For all pure 
metals, the temperature coefficient is 
approximately .0023 (where tempera- 
ture is measured in degrees Fahren- 
heit). The figure .0023 is close enough 
for all ordinary work although the tem- 
perature coefficient is not constant for 
all initial temperatures. 

CURRENT CARRYING CAPACITY 

The allowable rise in temperature of 

the conductors or resistors in an elec- 
trical circuit is the final factor which 
determines its current carrying capac- 
ity. If the conductors or resistors are 
covered, the maximum allowable tem- 
perature of the insulation will impose 
the limitation, since the insulation or 
the enamel covering may crack, char, 
or even burn at high temperatures. 

The temperature rise will be deter- 
mined by the difference between the 
heat generated and the heat dissipated, 
or removed. Thus, a certain amount 
of electrical energy will be converted 
into heat and some of this heat will be 
carried away. The remaining heat will 
serve to increase the temperature. Of 
course, a certain amount of heat energy 
will raise the temperature of some ma- 
terials a great deal more than others. 
Hence, the material of the conductor 
will also have some bearing on the tem- 
perature rise, aside from its resistance. 

The heat generated in an electrical 
circuit will depend upon the value of 
the current flowing and upon the re- 
sistance in the circuit. If the current 
is doubled, the heat generated will he 
quadrupled. If the resistance is 
doubled, the heat generated will simply 
be doubled (if the current is constant). 
Thus, an increase of current has a much 
greater effect on the amount of heat 
generated than proportionate increase 
of resistance. Anything that will in- 
crease the resistance of a circuit will 
increase the amount of heat generated. 

SAFE CURRENT CARRYING CAP- 
ACITIES: 
In cases of resistance replacement, it 

is wise to replace with a resistor that 
will dissipate at least three times the 
power to be wasted in the circuit. 

VOLTAGE DROP: 
There is a difference in voltage be- 

tween any two points in a circuit be- 
tween which there is resistance, and 
this difference ir. voltage is known as 
the. voltage drop. The differénce in the 
voltage is determined by the resistance 
between the two points and the current 
flowing. If we desire to know the value 
of the resistance to be placed in series 
with a 201A type tube in order to op- 
erate it from a 6 -volt storage battery, 
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we must first determine the voltage 
drop required between the battery and 
the filament of the tube, namely 1 volt. 
Having determined the voltage tp be 
dropped, and knowing the current re- 
quired by the tube (.25 ampere), we 
can find the value of the resistance by 
Ohm's Law. R equals E/I. Thus the 
resistor has a value of 4 ohms. 

.i= 2 wMas, 

E= l92 

Rl 
6 OHMS 

R2 
l5 OHMS 

R3 > 

50ROMM5 5 OHMS Pc'2O OHMS-Z E 
nnnn' 

I 

..nM, ( 

-.E 100.1 -El0+4 
fIG.5 

CIRCUITS: 

Circuits can be classified into three 
generál groups: Series, parallel, and 
series parallel. Examples of which will 
be covered in greater detail. 

CIRCUITS WITH RESISTORS IN 
SERIES: 

If resistances are connected in series, 
the total resistance is the sum of all 
of the resistors in the circuit. See Fig. 
5. Thus the equation may be written 
R (eff.) equals Rl plus R2 plus R3 plus 
R4 plus R5, etc. 

It will be noted on examination of 
the diagram that in series circuits the 
current is the same through all the re- 
sistors, but that the voltage drop across 
the resistors will depend upon the value 
of the individual resistor. 

CIRCUITS WITH RESISTORS IN 
PARALLEL (equal values of resist- 
ance) : 

In many circuits there are combina- 
tions of resistors in parallel; that is 
to say, the current path is divided 
through two or more resistors. If the 
numerical values of the resistors are 
equal, then the effective circuit resist- 
ance can be obtained from the follow- 
ing equation: 

R (eff.) equals R/N, 
wherein R is the value of one of the re- 
sistors and N is the number of resis 
tors in the circuit. 

EXAMPLE: There are 6 resistors 
in a circuit and they are in parallel. 
The resistance of each oae is 12 ohms. 
Then dividing 12 by 6 we have the ef- 
fective resistance, which is 2 ohms. 

The solution of equal values of re- 
sistors in parallel is an extremely sim- 
ple operation, but it must be remem- 
bered that the formula is useful only 
when the resistors are equal in value. 

A circuit with resistors in parallel is 
shown in Fig. 6. Note that if the re- 
sistórs are equal in value, the same cur- 
rent will flow through both resistors, 
and the same voltage drop will appear 
across them. The sum of the currents 
through the resistors will equal the 
total current flowing out of the battery, 
E. 

CIRCUITS WITH RESISTORS IN 
PARALLEL (unequal values of re- 
sistance): 

Many times we will come across cir- 
cuits with resistors in parallel which 
are unequal in value. This is shown in 
Fig. 6. If there are but two resistors 
in the circuit, as shown, then we can 
use the following formula: 

Rl x R2 
R(eff.)_ 

RI R2 

EXAMPLE: We have two resistors 
in parallel of 5 and 10 ohms, respective- 
ly. What is the effective value of re- 
sistance? Now, 5 times 10 is 50; 5 
plus 10 is 15; 50 divided by 15 gives the 
effective value of resistance which is 
3.3 ohms. 
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Note that in circuits with resistors 
in parallel, the same voltage will ap- 
pear across all the resistors, but that 
the current through the resistors will 
vary with the value of the individual 
resistor. 

CIRCUITS WITII RESISTORS IN 
PARALLEL (two or more of unequal 
value): 

Figure 7 shows a circuit in which 
there are four resistors in parallel and 
unequal in value. In this case we would 
use the formula commonly known as the 
"reciprocal of the sum of the iecipro- 
cals." 

Thus 

R (elf.)= 
1 

1 1 1 

etc.; 
1 

R1 

substituting: 
R2 R3 R4 

1 

R (eff.) = 
1 1 1 1 

+ - +- 
solving: 

10 6 5 7 

1 1 1 1 -= .1; -=.166; - = .2; - = .14; 
10 6 5 7 

adding: 
.1 plus .166 plus .2 plus .14 equals .606; 
Finding the reciprocal: 

1 

= 1.6 ohms effective. 
.606 

The sum of the currents in the 
branches of a parallel circuit will equal 
the total current flowing into the cir- 
cuit. From an examination of the cir- 

cuit, we find that the sum of the cur- 
rents is 9.6+ amperes. 

The complete solution of the problem 
of Fig. 7 has been carried out so that 
any one desiring to use these methods 
of calculation can do so. This solution 
will serve as a model and aid in study- 
ing just how the formula is to be 
handled. The author has gone to some 
lengths here in the solution of the 
problem but his experience indicates 
that there is never enough said on this 
subject as far as the average Service 
Man is concerned. Note that the same 
voltage appears across all the resistors 
and that the current through the in- 
dividual resistors will be dependent on 
their value. 

RESISTANCE NETWORKS (with re- 
sistors in series and in parallel): 

Circuits are encountered with resis- 
tors in series and in parallel. The solu- 
tion of the effective value of resistance 
is obtained by breaking up the circuit 
into its local circuits, solving each por- 
tion consisting of parallel circuits, and 
then resolving them into simple series 
circuits. Fig. 8 is an example along 
these lines. 

Solution: The first thing to do is to 
solve all of the branch circuits. 

Circuit R1, R2, R3 has an effective 
resistance of 3 ohms. 

Circuit R5, R6, R7 has a resistance 
of 2.2 ohms. 

Circuit R8, R9 has a resistance of 
2.2 ohms. 

P1= 90HM5 

c 00 

i.=7.8 AMPS. 59.5 0.,,S 
Fi.B 

As the above parallel circuits are in 
series with resistor R4, we find the ef- 
fective value of resistance by adding 
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10, 3, 2.2 and 2.2 together. This totals 
17.4 ohms. 

Resistor 1210 is connected across the 
voltage supply, and the effective value 
of the resistance network Rl to R9 is, 
in turn, connected across R10. Thus, 
R10 is in parallel to the 17.4 ohm re- 
sistance of the network. 

Solving for parallel circuits 50 X 
17.4 / 50 plus 17.7 we have the effec- 
tive total circuit resistance of 12.8 
ohms. 

Knowing that the voltage applied 
across this network is 100 volts, and 
that the effective resistance is 12.8 

o 

ohms, then 100 / 12.8 is 7.8 amperes, 
or the total current flowing in the cir- 
cuit. 

The reader may think that a problem 
of this type can hardly occur, but if 
he will study the circuit of Fig. 9 he 
will see the need for some practical 
knowledge on the solution of similar 
problems. The circuit of Fig. 9 is a 
receiver breakdown circuit of the R.C.A. 
Radiola 80. Note that there are many 
small series circuits and that they are 
all in parallel across the power supply 
which takes the place of the battery E 
in all the problems set out above. 



CHAPTER 3 

Methods of Resistance Measurement 

THE art of accurate resistance 
measurement depends on two im- 

portant factors-accurate instruments 
and the ability to read them. So many 
manufacturers have entered the field 
of developing good instruments at rea- 
sonable prices, that the competition has 
been helpful to the Service Man. It 
has enabled the manufacturer to apply 
large scale production with low prices 
to an article that a few years ago was 
out of reach of the Service Man's poc- 
ketbook. 

Reading the scale of a meter is where 
the personal element enters into the 
picture. One of the first lessons to 
learn in reading meters is to read them 
correctly when the meter is placed on 
the table, note that the needle is at the 
zero position when no current is flow- 
ing in the circuit. Try to have the light 
by which the meter is to be read direct- 
ly overhead. Do not try to read the 
meter by the shadow cast on the scale 
by the pointer. Read the meter so that 
the shadow cannot he seen. It will then 
be directly under the pointer and will 
not affect the accuracy of the reading. 
Careless readings, like careless work- 
manship, are detrimental to good re- 
sults. 

WHEATSTONE BRIDGE 

The Wheatstone Bridge is used for 
the accurate measurement of resist- 
ance, and has a wider range than any 
other method. It will give accurate re- 
sults for all except extremely low and 
extremely high resistances. The fun- 
damental principle of the Wheatstone 
Bridge is used in all resistance test - 

12 

ing sets, except those sets using 'a cali- 
brated milliammeter. 

Three standard variable resistances, 
a galvanometer, and a dry cell are 
necessary for the construction of a 
"bridge." In "bridges" used for com- 
mercial work the apparatus is usually 
placed in a hardwood case, and con- 
venient means are provided for chang- 
ing the known values of the resistors. 

The three known variable resistors 
and the unknown resistance are con- 
nected in a closed circuit, as in Fig. 10, 
which presents the theoretical Wheat- 
stone Bridge diagram. A battery and 
switch are connected between A and B, 
while a galvanometer and switch are 
connected between C and D. The ratio 
arms usually contain coils whose re- 
sistances may be varied in multiples of 
10. Thus, ratio arm 1 may be varied so 
that its resistance is the same as ratio 
arm 2, or 10, 100, or 1,000 times as 
great. In a like manner, ratio arm 2 
may be adjusted so that its resistance 
will be 10, 100, or 1,000 times as great 
as arm 1. The various known resist- 
ance coils in the rheostat arm are of 
such value that any whole number may 
be obtained. 

The battery current divides between 
the arms ACB, and ADB. No current 
will flow between C and D, provided C 
and D are at the same potential. If 
current does flow between C and D, 
the galvanometer will deflect. The 
manipulation consists of adjusting the 
ratio arms and the rheostat arms until 
points C and D are at the same poten- 
tial. or, in_other words, until the galv- 
anometer no longer deflects. In this 
case. the arms of the bridge are said to 
be balanced. Such a condition is always 
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necessary when measuring the resistors 
and since the method requires ro de- 
flection of the galvanometer, that in- 
strument need not be calibrated. As- 
sume that when the galvanometer key 
is closed, current flows from A to B. 
Also assume that the various known 
resistors are so adjusted that mhen the 
galvanometer key is closed, the:e is no 
deflection of the galvanometer.. It is 
clear that there is then no difference of 
potential between C and D. Hence, the 

voltage drop along ratio arm 1 must 
equal that along ratio arm 2. In like 
manner, the voltage drop along the un- 
known resistance must equal that along 
the rheostat arm. Then according to 
Ohm's Law the value of these voltage 
drops may be expressed in terms of 
current and resistance. Hence, the 
above equalities may be expressed as 
follows: 

Current X Resistance (Ratio Arm 1) 
equals Current X Res (Ratio Arm 2); 
and 

Current X Resistance (Unknown Re- 
sistance) equals Current X Res. (Rheo- 
stat Arm). 

If the .former equality is divided by 
the latter, the, following quotation is 
obtained: 
Current X Res. (Ratio Arm 1) 

Current X Res. (Unknown Res.) 
equals 

Current X Res. (Ratio Arm 2) 

Current X Res. (Rheostat Arm) 
Since no current flows throug:i CD, 

the current in ratio arm 1 must equal 
the current in the unknown resistance; 
also, the current in ratio arm 2 must 
equal the current in the rheostat arm. 
Hence, these values will cancel out of 

the above equation, and the following 
equation will be obtained. 
Resistance Ratio Arm 1 

Unknown Resistance 
Resistance of Ratio Arm 2 

Resistance of Rheostat Arm 
Hence, since three of the resistances 

are known, the unknown resistance can 
be found by solving as follows: 
Unknown Resistance = 

Resistance Ratio Arm 1 

Resistance Ratio Arn 2 

X Resistance Rheostat Arm 

SLIDE WIRE BRIDGE 

In this type of bridge, a slide -wire is 
used in place of the ratio arm 2 and the 
rheostat arm. This wire is of uniform 
resistance along its length, and is us- 
ually made of German silver. A point- 
er is moved along the wire until the 
point is located where the galvanometer 
gives no deflection. In calculating, the 
resistance lengths of the slide -wire are 
used instead of actual resistors, since, 
in this case, resistance is proportional 
to the length. Fig. 11 shows a dia- 

gram of a slide wire bridge. When the 
bridge is balanced and there is no de- 
flection of the galvanometer, the un- 
known resistance may be calculated 
from the following equation: 
Unknown Resistance = 

Res. Arm 1 X Distance DB 

Distance AD 
In some cases the resistance of arm 

1 is made permanent, and a calibrated 
scale is placed under the slide -wire, so 
that the value of the unknown resist- 
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a nee may be read directly in ohms from 
the position of the pointer on the wire. 
Although the slide -wire bridge is not 
as accurate as the Wheatstone bridge, 
it is iuore convenient in certain cases, 
and enables us to obtain a quicker bal- 
ance. 

VOL I' -AM M 1.'I'EIt \I E'I'l1Ol) 

This method can he used but does not 
give very accurate results. Lack of 
accuracy is due to the lack of abilitN 
to properly read the meter scales and 
to the meters themseives. Meters used 
for this purpose should be equipped with 
long scales. It offers a comparatively 
simple means of determining values of 
resistance below 600 ohms. It is neces- 
sary to use an ammeter and a voltmeter 
for these measurements, and the instru- 
ments should he accurate. A source of 
direct -current is also necessary. 

The resistance to he measured should 
be connected in series .with the am- 
meter and the source of voltage. For 
comparatively low resistances, the volt- 
meter should be connected at the term- 
inals of the resistance as in Fig. 12. 

In this case there will be a slight error 

due to the fact that the ammeter will 
show the sum of the currents in the 
resistance and the voltmeter. However. 
if the voltmeter were connected around 
the ammeter, it would also indicate the 
drop in potential across the ammeter, 
and in the case of a low resistance this 
would introduce error. For high re- 
sistances it is usual to connect the 
voltmeter around both the resistance 
to he measured and the ammeter. In 
such a case, the voltmeter current may 
be appreciable, as compared with the 
current through the resistance, and 
would therefore cause a large error if 
the voltmeter were connected directly 
across the resistance terminals. 

The resistance can be calculated in 
accordance with Ohm's Law. Thus, 
if the voltage reading is divided by the 
reading of the ammeter; the result gives 
the resistance of the circuit being meas- 
ured. It is better to take several read- 
ings and calculate the average resist- 
ance. Care should be taken to have 
good connections. Sensitive voltmeters 
are desirable for use in measuring cir- 
cuits of this type, as their high inter- 
nal resistance will reduce the error due 
to current dissipated in the resistance 
of the meter. 

FiG.13 

COMP ARISON OF VOLTMETER 
DEFLECTIONS 

(using standard values of resistance): 

This method can be used wherever 
the Voltmeter -Ammeter method is ap- 
plicable. Both of these methods are 
often referred to as the "fall of poten- 
tial" or the "voltage drop" methods. 

In this case a voltmeter, a known, or 
standard, resistance, and a source of 
power is necessary. For fairly accur- 
ate work the voltmeter should have a 
high resistance (especially in measur- 
ing low values of resistance), although 
it need not be calibrated provided the 
deflections are proportional to the volt- 
age. The standard resistance should 
have sufficient capacity to carry the 
current without heating, and a steady 
value of current should be employed; 
the standard resistance should not 
change its ohmic value when heated by 
the passage of current. A steady volt- 
age in this case is a voltage that will 
not vary with a change in the current 
flowing through the circuit. 

The resistance to be measured is con- 
nected in series with the standard re- 
sistance and a steady source of current. 
Several new dry cells can be used for 
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the purpose. The voltmeter is first 
connected across the known value of 
resistance and its deflection recorded. 
It is then placed across the unknown 
resistance and the deflection is again 
recorded. It can be seen that the same 
current must flow through the circuit 
at the time of both measurements. 
Thus: 

The current flowing in the known re- 
sistance 

Voltage across Known Resistance 

Known Resistance 
(in accordance with Ohm's Law). 

In like manner: 
The current in the Unknown Resistance 

Voltage across Unknown Resistance 

Unknown Resistance 
Since the two resistances are in 

series, the current flowing in the known 
resistance will be the sane as that cur- 
rent flowing in the unknown resistance. 
Vence: 
Voltage across Known Resistance 

Known Resistance 
Voltage across Unknown Resistance 

Unknown Resistance 
Therefore: 
Unknown Resistance 

Known Resistance X Voltage 
across Unknown Resistance 

Voltage across Known Resistance 
Thus, the value of the unknown re- 

sistance can he calculated from the two 
voltmeter readings and the known re- 
sistance. The circuit for such measure- 
ments is shown in Fig. 13. 

I)EF1.1:('TIO\ ME I'l1OO 

There are other methods which pro- 
vide a fair degree of accuracy (depend- 
ing on the quality and accuracy of the 
parts used), the least expensive being 
the deflection method. 

The low -current range milliammeter 
that is so readily obtained can Le con- 
verted into multi -range volt -ammeters 
and also into multi -range volt -ohm- 

meters. The 0-1.5 ntillian:meter (l).C.) 
is probably the most desirable instru- 
ment for the purpose due to the fact 
that the dry battery has a normal po- 
tential of 1.5 volts, or some multiple of 
this voltage, depending upon the num- 
ber of cells connected in series which 
go to stake up the total battery. The 
proper instrument to use-- v. ill depend 
upon the range of resistances to he 
Iocasored and the: source of voltage 
available. 

The method of connection is shown in 
the circuit diagram of Fig. 14. 11IA is 
the D.C. milliammeter having an inter- 
nal resistance Rin; Itc is the calibrating 
resistance which limits the amount of 
current flowing through the milliam- 
meter; and Rx is the resistance to be 
measured. 

If JlA is a U.C. milliammeter having 
a full scale deflection of 1.5 ma., and 
the battery has a value of 1.5 volts, 
and Re plus Rot have a total resist- 
ance of 1.0110 ohms, and the terminals 
marked 'r are shorted. the milliant- 
uneter should read full scale. Under 
these conditions there is no resistance 
at terminals 'I' or the resistance is equal 
to zero. If Rx ha: a value of 1.000 
ohms the meter should read at the half - 
scale stark. The current flow under 
these conditions will be .75 ma. Of 
course. this statement can he proven 
by Ohm's Law. Where 

4M 

Pc 

e4 r-. 
F , . vrn 

E 

In this case R equals the total resist- 
ance of the circuit. which includes Rx, 
the resistance being measured; Re, the 
calibrating resistance; and Rin, the re- 
sistance of the meter. E is the value 
of the applied voltage from the dry 
cell, and I is the current indicated by 
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the meter. Therefore: 
Rx plus Re plus Rm equals E/I. 
Transposing, 
Ex equals E/I - (Re plus Rm) 

except where extreme accuracy is re- 
quired. 

Scale A of Fig. 15 refers to column 
4 of the calibrating table. This setup 

1 2 3 4 5 

(A) (B) (Re plus Rm) Rx 

Milliam- 
peres 

full scale 
Voltage 

Total resistance 
required for 
calibration 

Scale 
Multiply 

by 

1 

1 

1 

Low 1.5 
Med. 4.5 
High 22.5 

1,500 ohms 
4,500 ohms 

22,500 ohms 

A 
A 
A 

1 

3 
15 

1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

Low 1.5 
Med. 4.5 
high 22.5 

1,000 ohms 
3,000 ohms 

15,000 ohms 

B 
B 
B 

1 

3 
15 

5 
10 

1.5 
1.5 

300 ohms A 
A 

.2 

.1 

The above chart gives the necessary 
details for setting up ohmmeters using 
standard milliammeters. Reference is 
made in this chart to the scales in Fig. 
15. This information will permit a 
rapid decision as to just what ranges 
of resistance can he measured with the 
instruments available and provides a 
means of calibrating a scale directly 
in ohms. This chart is to assist the 
ohmmeter builder in determining the 
proper calibrating resistance according 
to the range of resistance measure- 
ment desired, the voltage used, and 
the instrument available. 

Column 1 of the table refers to the 
range of the milliammeters; column 3 
refers to the total calibrating resist- 
ance (Re plus Em) necessary to obtain 
full scale deflection with the terminals 
marked T shorted when using corres- 
ponding voltages as shown in column 
2. In order to accurately determine 
the actual resistance of calibrating re- 
sistance Re, or where the resistance 
of the instrument, Em, employed is 
a considerable portion of the total re- 
sistance (Re plus Rm), the internal re- 
sistance of the meter employed (Rm) 
should be subtracted from the resist- 
ance (Re plus Rm) of column 3. As the 
resistance (Rm) of most instruments 
available for this purpose rarely ex- 
ceeds 30 ohms, Rm can be neglected 

requires a 0-1 D.C. ma. scale. Calibra- 
tion is made directly into ohms where 
the battery used is 1.5 volts and the 
calibrating resistance has a value of 
1,500 ohms as shown in column 3. 

Scale B is an 0-1.5 D.C. ma. calibrated 
directly in ohms where the battery em- 
ployed is 1.5 volts and the correspond- 
ing calibrating resistance (1,000 ohms) 
is used. 

The range of resistances to 'ce meas- 
ured by the ohmmeter is increased in 
direct ratio with the increase of volt- 
age applied. 

The range of resistances measured 
by the deflection method is increased 
in direct ratio with the increase of the 
applied voltage. Therefore, as the 
voltage is increased, it is necessary 

to multiply the resistance indicated in 
the scales by the corresponding multi- 
plier indicated in column 5. 
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The range of resistances measured 
by the deflection method is decreased 
in direct ratio with the decrease in 
sensitivity of the meter used. When 
0-5 or 0-10 milliammeters are used, only 
1/5 or 1/10 of the range of resistance 
will be measurable as compared with 
a 0-1 milliammeter when using the 
same voltage supply. 

Many times it is necessary to lower 
the range of resistances sho.vn on 
scales A and B without changing the 
calibrating resistance or the meter. In 
the case of the 0-1 milliammeter using 
1.5 volts, the resistance shown on scale 
A can be divided by four when a re- 
sistance (Rd) of 500 ohms is connected 
across the meter and the calibrating 
resistance as shown in Fig. 16. Using 
the 1.5 milliammeter, the resistance of 
scale B can be divided by five when a 

0 

resistance (Rd) of 25C ohms is con- 
nected in the same manner. 

Greater accuracy of reading can be 
obtained in the middle of the meter 
scale and the range should be selected 
so that the values of resistance com- 
monly measured will all on or near 
center scale reading. ?eadings taken 
at the extremes of the scale are ap- 
proximate and should not be accepted 
as accurate. 

Every radio paper today seems to 
have a description of an ohmmeter 
which is useful to the Service Man. 
All of them operate or the principles 
covered above. Some resistance manu 
facturers have designed kits of resis- 
tors suitably calibratedd for use with 
standard milliammeters and various 
voltages for those interested in build- 
ing their own. 



CHAPTER 4 

Resistance in Radio Receivers and Amplifiers 

RESISTANCE plays an important 
part in the modern radio receiver 

or audio amplifier. To most Service 
Men, the common applications of re- 
sistors for bias, screen voltage limita- 
tion, and "B" voltage division are "old 
stuff." Resistance Measurement intro- 
duces resistance values which have to 
deal with coils and condensers, power 
transformers, and chokes, and even with 
thy wiring of the set. 

In Fig. 17, we have the electrical cir- 
cuit of the RCA Victor R -7A receiver. 
Note that the values of the resistors are 
shown in the diagram. The direct cur- 
rent resistance of the radio -frequency 
coils, radio -frequency chokes, inter- 
mediate -frequency transformers, audio - 
frequency transformers, and speaker 
field are also shown; and it is these 
values that are important to the Ser- 
vice Man when it comes to Resistance 
Measurement circuit analysis. 

An examination of the values given 
to the resistors in the diagram show 
the need for an ohmmeter that will 
give accurate readings at low ranges 
of resistance. In general, the best 
method of measurement for the ex- 
treme low values of resistance is the 
"bridge" method, the deflection method 
not being as satisfactory on low re- 
sistance ranges. 

Using the ground as the reference 
point, note that a path of electrical re- 
sistance exists between that ground 
and the terminals of any of the ele- 
ments of the tube. Fig. 18 shows a 
break -down circuit of a '24 type tube 
with the resistors between the elements 
and the ground (reference point). The 
values of resistance which will appear 
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at RI, R2. R3, R4 will depend upon the 
conditions in the circuit. It will be 
noted in any case that there will be 
some measurable resistance if the set 
is in proper operating condition. Care 
must be taken in making a reading 
from a circuit marked as above; see 
Fig 17, because the values indicated 
refer to the resistance of the individ- 
ual parts when measured out of the 
circuit. The reading with the parts 
properly connected will differ accord- 
ing to the associated circuit. 

An example of this apparent error 
which may come up in a circuit test 
should be interesting. What is this re- 
sistance which should he measured be- 
tween the plate and the chassis of the 
1st detector (tube 3)? 

Study of the circuit shows that there 
are several resistors and parts with ap- 
preciable values of resistance in the cir- 
cuit. Further examination shows that 
there are many fixed condensers so 
connected that they will, if shorted, 
cause material decreases in the value 
of resistance that should appear. As- 
sume that all the condensers are per- 
fect. Then we will find that the ef- 
fective resistance between the plate 
and the ground will be 93.5 ohms (re- 
sistance of the R.F. transformer prim- 
ary) plus 16,000 ohms (R4) plus 8.000 
ohms (RI) plus 150 ohms (R3). When 
the volume control is in the position 
for maximum signal, no resistance will 
appear at R2. If the control is at the 
minimum volume position then the re- 
sistance of R2 must be added to the 
above. The final figures are 24,243.5 
ohms with the volume control in the 
maximum position and 28,593.5 ohms 
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FIG. 17 

with the volume control in the minimum 
volume position. 

Each circuit can be traced in a like 
manner and each circuit wilt have a 
definite value or resistance. The total 
circuit resistance will be nude up of 
the resistance purposely placed in the 
circuit (bias resistors, grid resistors, 
isolating resistors) and the direct cur- 
rent resistance of the coils, chokes, etc. 

Mention should be made of the neces- 
sity of having a good ohmmeter. Shorts 
in radio -frequency chokes are hard to 
check. The choke in Fig. 17 has a 
value of 80 ohms. Instable operation 
of the receiver, as a whole, could be 
caused by a faulty choke, and voltage 
tests would not offer an accurate test 
for the trouble. If the choke were 
shorted there would not be a change in 
the voltage reading between the plate 
and the ground. Resistance Measure- 
ment will enable the Service Man to 
measure the resistance of the choke, 
and with the measurement, obtain a 
true diagnosis. If the ohmmeter does 
not read at all, the circuit through the 
choke is open. If the ohmmeter reads 
full scale, then the choke windings are 

shorted. Care must be taken that no 
other equipment is in the circuit at the 
time of measurement, so check the dia- 
gram for resistances which would shunt 
the choke. If necessary, unsolder the 
terminals so that other parts of the 
set will not upset the readings. 

Remember, wherever we have an 
electrical circuit we have resistance. 
This resistance can be the inherent re- 
sistarce of the coils, or components 
placed in the circuit, or they may be 
resistors placed in the circuit for some 
definite purpose. Each circuit will 
have a definite value of resistance when 
it is in perfect operating condition and 
will have a different 'value when the 
proper operating condition is destroyed. 
It is this fact that makes Resistance 
Measurement possible. 

Multi -stage amplifiers used in public 
address systems can be serviced in a 
similar manner-the same facts hold 
good here. Every circuit must have 
some value of direct -current resistance, 
and if this value of resistance is de- 
stroyed, then the circuit will be inop- 
erative; or if it does work, will not 
function in a proper manner. 
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An example that will show the possi- 
bilities of Resistance Measurement in 
servicing a radio receiver is found in 
the case of a receiver that played but 
developed a bad hum. The hum was so 
loud that the program could not be 
appreciated. Voltage analysis proved 

that the set should operate but did not 
indicate just where the fault could be 
round. An ohmmeter connected across 
one of the filter chokes indicated a com- 
plete short circuit. While there was an 
electrical path for the output of the 
rectifier, there was no filtering action 
in the choke, due to the fact that the 
two leads from the choke winding had 
shorted in the insulating paper which 
covered the outside windings of the 
coil. Forcing the two leads apart and 
pushing a piece of paper dipped in 
shellac between the wires, corrected the 
hum. Voltage readings could have been 
made in this instance, all night, with- 
out finding a satisfactory solution for 
the problem. An ohmmeter solved it 
in a few minutes. Time is an ally of 
the Service Man; that is, when the Ser- 
vice Man can work rapidly. The ohm- 
meter in this case saved hours of time 
in making the analysis of the receiver, 
pleased the customer, and increased his 
respect for the Service Man. 

There are many places in the radio 
set where Resistance Measurement aids 
in the quick solution of problems that 
come up in servicing a radio receiver. 
Some of these will be covered in figures 
to follow, along with a statement as to 
why resistance measurements will give 
more definite results. 

In many of the latest midget model 
receivers, the field coil of the dynamic 
speaker is used as the filter system, 
and the bias for the output stage, is ob- 
tained by means of two resistors con- 

nected across the winding. See Fig. 19. 
The resistance of R1 and R2 must be 
high. If the ohmic value of these re- 
sistors is too low, there will be a great 
loss in the efficiency of the filter sys- 
tem. Under normal conditions there 
will be but little current flowing 
through these resistors, and if the Ser- 
vice Man trys to measure the voltage 
across one of the resistors, he will find 
that the reading will be inaccurate, es- 
pecially if the reading is made between 
the grid of the tube and the ground. 
The meter must consume some current, 
and if the resistor in the grid circuit 
is large in value, there will be a voltage 
drop across it that will not permit ac- 
curate readings. With a voltage drop 
of 60 volts across the choke, and a '47 
type tube in the output stage, there 
will have to be some method of divid- 
ing this voltage drop so that the grid 
circuit has an effective bias of 15 volts. 

This voltage is a little lower than the 
bias voltage specified by the tube manu- 
facturer, but will serve for the purpose 
of illustration. As the grid should not 
draw current, the current flowing 
through R1 and R2 will be the same. 
Thus the resistance of R1 should be 
equal to one -quarter of Rl + R2. If 
R1 is 50,000 ohms then R2 must be 
150,000 ohms. Having a voltage read- 
ing of the drop across the entire choke, 
and . an ohmmeter reading of Rl and 
R2, there will be an accurate under- 
standing of the actual bias on the grid 
of the output tube. This figure will be 
more accurate than any measurement 
taken by means of a voltmeter and can 
be made just as simply. 
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In many cases it is desired to find the 
bias voltage applied to the grid of a 
screen -grid tube used as a detector. The 
plate current of this tube will approach 
cut-off, this means that any measuring 
instrument placed across the resistor 
R to obtain voltage readings will not 
be accurate. The circuit of Fig. 20 
shows how two readings will give great 

accuracy. Read the plate current in 
milliammeters and then check the 
value of the resistor R with an ohm- 
meter. The voltage drop across the 
resistor will be the result of the pro- 
duct of the two figures; thus plate cur- 
rent in amperes times the resistance 
of R expressed in ohms gives the bias 
in volts. 

Figure 21 illustrates the problem 
''here the tuning condenser is shorted. 
The quite common voltage tests will not 
give indications as to the location of 
the fault. The average tuned secondary 
of a radio -frequency transformer will 
have a resistance in the neighborhood 

of 5 ohms. A good low -range ohmmeter 
is necessary for this test, and if the 
condenser is shorted. there will be a 
zero resistance reading on the instru- 
ment. 

Shorted audio -frequency transformer 

primaries or secondaries will material- 
ly reduce the efficiency of an audio sys- 

tern both as to quality and voltage gain. 
(See Fig. 22.) This can be checked 
by means of an ohmmeter. The ohmic 
resistance of audio transformers is 
high, with the secondary generally hav- 
ing the greater value of resistance of 
the two. It seems that rules are made 

to be broken, because class "B" trans- 
former secondaries have a lower direct - 
current resistance than the primary. 
Output transformers have very low - 
resistance secondary windings, due to 
the fact that they are low impedance 
circuits and are composed of a few 
hundred turns of wire. 

Direct -coupled amplifiers cannot be 
checked by means of a voltmeter. A 
knowledge of the current flowing in 
the indicated circuits (I1, I2, I3) plus 
an accurate knowledge of the values of 
the individual resistors will give cor- 
rect cperating potentials. Of course it 
is necessary to use Ohm's Law, but if 
the readings and calculations are care- 
fully made, the results will be more 
satisfactory than any method of volt- 
age measurement. See Fig. 23. 



CHAPTER 5 

Point -to -Point Resistance Measurement in Typical 
Radio Set Using Ohmmeter 

POINT-TO-POINT 
is the most prac- 

tical method of radio receiver ser- 
vicing. When analyzing by voltage 
tests, it is necessary that the tubes 
be placed in their respective sockets, 
and that the power supply must work. 
Readings taken with the tubes out of 
their sockets will result in false indica- 
tions of the circuit condition. 

Resistance Measurement does not re- 
quire that the tubes be placed in their 
sockets, and it is not necessary to have 
the set connected to the electric -light 
line. Note that in resistance measure- 
ment the tubes do not enter to compli- 
cate the problem at all. Often, the en- 
tire set is made inoperative due to a 
poor tube. The testing of the tubes 
used in the radio set should be done 
first. If the tubes are satisfactory then 
the Service Man should look for the 
trouble in the receiver. 

Fig. 18 in Chapter IV indicates the 
presence of all the resistance in the 
circuits associated with the tube ele- 
ments, and since the chassis of the av- 
erage radio set or amplifier is made of 
metal, it is used as the return circuit 
for the power supply system (B-). 
This chassis provides a reference point 
for the Point -to -Point system of Re- 
sistance Measurement. 

A POINT-TO-POINT RESISTANCE 
ANALYSIS OF A TYPICAL 

AUDIO AMPLIFIER 

This test may be performed with in- 
struments equipped for socket analysis 
or with an ordinary ohmmeter using 
standard test prods. For purposes of 
illustration, the latter method has been 
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selected in this instance, the test be- 
ing made with the ohmmeter shown in 
Fig. 24. 

The readings were taken on a com- 
mercial type amplifier; this being se- 
lected merely as an example of a typi- 
cal amplifier, presenting problems such 
as the Service Man would be likely to 
encounter in actual practice. The pro- 
cedure to be followed with any other 
amplifier would, in most cases, be prac- 
tically the same. 

The amplifier, shown in Fig. 25, is a 
three -stage affair, the first stage con- 
sisting of two 57 tubes in push-pull, re- 
sistively coupled to two 56 tubes in 
push-pull. The output stage utilizes 
two 50 tubes in push-pull. The elec- 
trical circuit is shown in Fig. 26. 

The input transformer, Ti, has two 
primary windings (P1-P2) and (M1- 
Mc-M2), the latter being center - 
tapped at Mc. The secondary winding 
of this transformer is also center - 
tapped. 

'['he push-pull input transformer, T2, 
of course, has a center -tapped primary 
and a center -tapped secondary. The 
push-pull output transformer, T3, has 
a center -tapped primary and two sec- 
ondaries, each being tapped in order to 
permit suitable matching with various 
types of speakers. Gain is controlled 
by means of a dual potentiometer which 
regulates the current from the secon- 
dary of the input transformer T1, to 
the control grids of the 57 tubes. 

The amplifier has its own power sup- 
ply and filter system. Two half -wave 
81 type rectifier tubes are used. The 
filter system employs two audio chokes 
bypassed by three electrolytic conden- 
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sers. A voltage divider system fur- 
nishes all required plate and bias volt- 
ages. 

In starting the test, the negative 
lead of the ohmmeter is clipped to the 
metal chassis or ground and this serves 
as a reference point. A test probe ís 
then used from the positive side of the 
ohmmeter to obtain the variot.s read- 
ings. In certain cases, two probes 
must be used instead of probe and clip, 
as, for instance, where a reading is re- 
quired between the plate terminals of 
two tubes. 

The first reading is taken at point P1 
of the input transformer primary. 
This gives the resistance between 131 

and P2-in other words, this is the 
resistance of the primary winding 
(1'1-P2). This is found to be 1,000 
oh ms. 

Next a reading is taken with the 
probe at M1 and the clip at M2. This 
gives the total resistance of the other 
primary winding, which is recorded as 
116 ohms. A.reading between Mc and 
either of the other M posts shows a 
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FIG. 25 

resistance of 58 ohms, indicating that 
the center tap is O.K. 

The next reading is taken with the 
clip fastened to the chassis and the 
probe at the control grid terminal (con- 
nection to cap) of V1, with the resist- 
ance Rl turned to the point of maxi- 
mum gain. This gives the resistance 
of one-half the secondary of trans- 
former T1 (neglecting Rl which is very 
high), .which is found to be 30 ohms. 
A similar reading at V2 also registers 
30 ohms. Hence, the resistance of Ti 
secondary is 60 ohms. 

Leaving the clip on the chassis, the 
test probe is connected to each of the 
filament terminals-first of VI and then 
of V2. All four readings are identical -1 ohm, indicating that the total re- 
sistance of the "X -X" filament winding 
is 2 ohms. 

(Courtesy Federated Purchaser Inc.) 

A reading at the screen terminal of 
V1 shows a value of 1 megohm. This 
resistance includes R14, R3, R11 and 
R12. The plate terminal reading is 
500,000 ohms. This includes R3, R11 
and R12, but excludes R14. Hence the 
resistance of R14 is equal to the differ- 
ence between the screen -grid and plate 
readings, or 500,000 ohms. The read- 
ing at the cathode terminal of V1 is 
1,400 ohms, which registers the re- 
sistance of R7. A similar set of read- 
ings is obtained at the screen -grid, 
plate and cathode terminals of V2. 

A reading taken between the plate of 
V1 and the plate of V2 gives the re- 
sistance of R3 plus R4 or 1,000,000 
ohms. Dividing this value by 2 gives 
the value of R3 and R4. individually. 
A reading between the screen -grid and 
the plate of V1, gives the value of R14. 
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This is found to be 500,000 ohms. The 
resistance of R8 is found in the same 
way-by taking a reading between the 
screen -grid and the plate of V2. 

With the clip again connected to the 
chassis, the probe is touched to the con- 
trol -grid terminal of V3. The ohm- 
meter now records 500,000 ohms. This 
then, is the resistance of R5. At the 
plate terminal of V3, a reading of 
10,000 ohms is obtained. This consists 
of one-half the resistance of the prim- 
ary of the push-pull input transformer 
T2, plus R12. The reading of the re- 
sistance between the plate terminals of 
V3'and \ 4, 1,500 ohms, gives the total 
primary resistance of transformer T2. 
Dividing this by two gives the value 
to the center -tap: Subtracting this 
value, 750 ohms from the original plate 
terminal reading of 10,000 -ohms at V3, 
gives the resistance of R12, which is 
9,250 ohms. 

With the clip attached to the chassis 
and the probe touched to the cathode 
terminal of V3, a reading of 1,400 ahms 
is obtained. This is the resistance of 
R9. A reading taken between the grid 

PUSH-PULL PUSH-PULL 
INPUT TRANSE. OUTPUT TRANSA 

V3 T3 VS (5Q) 13 
EIS 

9 

L 

(56) 
V4 V6 

(50) 

R10 All 515 

VOLTAGE DIVIDER 
OYST6M 

terminal of V3 and the grid terminal 
of V4 gives the total resistance of R5 
plus R6. This reading is 1 megohm. 
Hence, R5 and R6 each have a resist- 
ance of 500,000 ohms. Filament read- 
ings are the same as those obtained at 
V1 and V2. 

Starting with the various terminals 
of V4, a similar set of readings may 
be taken as a further check. 

The next step is to take a reading at 
the control grid of V5. This is found 
to be 3,000 ohms. A similar value is 
recorded at the control grid of V6. 
Hence, the total resistance of the sec- 
ondary of T2 is 6,000 ohms. A reading 
between the plate terminals of V5 and 
V6 of 400 ohms, gives the resistance of 
the primary winding of transformer 
T3. A reading at the plate terminal of 
V5 gives the resistance of half the 
primary of T3 plus R10, R11 and R12. 
Since the primary resistance is known, 
and, also, resistance of R12, it is easy 
to determine the resistance of R11 plus 
R10. From the readings taken at V1, 
resistance of R11 can be determined. 
thus giving the resistance of 121 
Check readings may be made at V6. 
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Next, readings are taken between the 
secondary winding terminals of T3: 
from L to 9, the resistance is .25 -ohm; 
from L to 15, the resistance is .5 ohm; 
from H to 5C, the resistance is 160 
ohms; from H to 4M, the resistance is 
650 ohms. 

A reading between either side of the 
filament lines going to V5 and V6, with 
clip on chassis, shows a value of 1,250 
ohms. This is the resistance of half 
the filament winding "Y -Y" plus R13. 
By taking a reading between the two 
sides of the line, the resistance of the 
filament winding "Y -Y" may he deter- 
mined and by subtracting half of this 
value from 1,250, the exact value of 
R13 may be calculated quite readily. 

A reading between the plates of V7 
and V8, indicates that the plate voltage 
winding has a resistance of 250 ohms. 
The resistance of the primary of T4 is 
found to be 4 ohms. 

The internal circuit of the resistance 
meter is .shown in Fig. 27. 

r 

2135 O M5 

400.000 360.000 36.000 M'.S0 

04451 OMMS1 OHM `, 
VOLTS 

600 300 30 3 + 

FIG.27 

POINT-TO-POINT RESISTANCE 
READINGS OF COMMER- 

CIAL RECEIVERS 

The following point to point resist- 
ance measurements have been taken on 
standard radio receivers. For conven- 
ience, the readings are tabulated. 
These tables contain not only the re- 
sistance values, but also the purpose 
of each resistor and its original color 
code. The values have been tabulated 
by the International Resistance Com- 
pany of Philadelphia. Any. service 

man may obtain similar tabulations for 
all standard commercial receivers by 
sending to the International Resistance 
Company. 

Tabulated resistance values are given 
below for Crosley models (53, 54, 57), 
(77-1), (59 A.C.) and (84). Tables are 
also given for Philco models (90 & 

90A), (70 & 70A) and (76); for U. S. 
Radio model 26 P Gloritone; and for 
the Majestic model 110 Auto Radio. 
The circuits are shown in Fig. 28 A, B, 
C, etc. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Modern Testers Available for Resistance 
Measurements 

THE rapidly increasing popularity 
of the resistance method of ser- 

vicing, has been a great incentive to 
manufacturers to produce suitable 
equipment for employing this system. 
As a result, the Service Man will find 
a wide variety of such instruments 
available, from simple ohmmeters to 
elaborate combination outfits, and in 
every price range. 

WESTON MODEL 663 

The Weston Model 663 Volt -Ohm- 
meter, shown in the accompanying il- 
lustration is a typical example of the 
excellent apparatus being produced for 
resistance measurement analysis. This 
device answers the demand for an ohm- 
meter capable of measuring both very 
low and very high resistances. The 
voltage and current ranges have been 
added to make this instrument as uni- 
versal in its application as possible. 

The No. 663 employs the circuit 
shown in Fig. 30. A molded black Bake- 
lite panel is used. A Weston model 600 
microammeter is employed, having a 
full scale sensitivity of 50 microam- 
peres. This sensitivity is required for 
the higher resistance ranges. A very 
small diameter tubular pointer on the 
meter, with a knife edge tip, is also 
used. An etched scale, showing 0-1,000 
ohms above, and 0-2.5-5-10 volts and 
milliamperes below the arcs, is sup- 
plied. 

Energy for the ohmmeter ranges is 
supplied from selfcontained batteries. 
Three Burgess No. 5360 or Eveready 
No. 781 and one Burgess No. 2 Unit 
Cell or Eveready No. 950 Unit Cell, are 
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required. These batteries fit into clips 
mounted on the rear of the panel where 
they are accessible by removing the 
panel from the case. 

A twenty-four position, one -deck 
switch is mounted under the panel. 
This switch is arranged to operate 
through eight positions only, giving 
seven ohmmeter ranges and one posi- 
tion both for "Volts and Milliamperes". 
Battery voltage compensation is pro- 
vided for. The control knob is desig- 
nated as the "ohmmeter adjuster". 

Seven tip jacks are used on the upper 
left-hand side of the panel for the six 
voltage ranges. These jacks are con- 
nected to the meter only when the 
switch. is in the "Volts -Milliamperes" 
position. All voltage ranges are on the 
basis of 1,000 ohms per volt-a recog- 
nized voltmeter sensitivity for all 
classes of vacuum tubes. 

Five tip jacks are used for the seven 
ohmmeter ranges. The particular 
range required is selected by means of 
the switch, the designations of which 
indicate the multiplying factor which 
should be used on the ohmmeter scale 
to secure the proper range. 

Five tip jacks below the ohmmeter 
jacks are supplied for the four milliam- 
pere ranges. These ranges, 0-1-5- 
25-100 ma., are all given with a drop 
of 500 millivolts. 

The ohmmeter ranges are so ar- 
ranged that very good readings are 
available over the entire range from .1 
to 10,000,000 ohms. The voltmeter 
ranges provide very good reading over 
the range from .05 to 1000 volts. The 
milliampere ranges provide readings 
from .02 to 100 milliamperes. Current 
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The new model 663 volt -ohmmeter. 

FIG. 30 

readings are not generally provided on 
volt -ohmmeters, but are supplied on 
this device. 

The Weston 663 Volt -Ohmmeter is a 
very excellent instrument for point-to- 
point resistance checking, as the ranges 
provided are well suited for this type 
of work. 

SUPREME MODELS 

Another efficient, economical and 
useful instrument for resistance meas- 
urement work is the model 33 ohm- 
meter, made by the Supreme Instru- 
ments Corporation. This is shown in 
Fig. 31. It is a self-contained instru- 
ment suitable for resistance measure- 
ments and continuity tests. A large 
31/2 " bakelite-cased meter is employed 
accurately calibrated in resistance 
ranges of 0-1,000 and 0-100,000 ohms, 
and actuated by a self-contained flash- 
light battery. It is provided with ex- 
ternal connections for a 45 -volt bat- 
tery to extend its range to 1,000,000 
ohms. A set of test leads are included 
in the equipment. 

The Supreme model 44; Fig. 32, D.C. 
Volt -Ohmmeter is an unusually com- 
pact instrument, useful for resistance 

: 

measurements, voltage measurements, 
and continuity tests. It uses a self- 
contained flashlight battery for resist- 
ance measurements in the ranges 0- 
1,000 and 0-100,000 ohms, with the 
same provision for extension of the 
range to 1,000,000 ohms as in the model 
33 ohmmeter. Four D.C. voltage ranges 
of 0-10, 0-100, 0-250, and 0-750 
volts, are available. The instrument is 
contained in a good-looking hardwood 
case and is available in shop or port- 
able models. 

It might be well to mention at thh 
point, that the better -designed set 
testers, analyzers and similar compre- 
hensive instruments which have been on 
the market for several years, readily 
lend themselves to use in connection 
with the resistance measurement meth- 
od of servicing. 

As an example, let us consider the 
Supreme AAA -1 Diagnometer, shown 
in Fig. 33. This tester combines five 
instruments in one. It is an analyzer. 
a tube tester, a shielded oscillator, an 
ohmmeter-n,egohmmeter and a capaci- 
tor tester. Although the AAA -1 Diag- 
nometer was placed on the market be- 
fore the resistance method of servicing 
started to attract attention, this in- 
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strument, is so flexible in its design 
that it can be adapted to resistance 
testing methods with the greatest ease. 

To use the AAA -1 Diagnometer for 
resistance measurements, test conduc- 
tors are employed between the ohm- 
meter terminals and the contacts of 
the `Analyzer" sockets. The measure- 
ments may also he made from the chas- 
sis, rectifier socket, or from any other 
reference point recommended. During 
resistance analysis, the radio receiver 
is disconnected from the power supply 
socket, but the "on -off" switch of the 
receiver may open only one side of the 
power supply circuit, making it pos- 

I'IG. ::1 

sible to ground the closed side of the 
line through the meter when making 
certain measurements. 

The ohmmeter in the Diagnometer 
employs a sensitvie D'Arsonval move- 
ment, which is calibrated directly in 
ohms. The resistance ranges are five 
times those usually obtainable with the 
same applied potential. A rheostat 
shunting the meter serves as an "ohm- 
meter zero adjuster." providing for a 
zero adjustment which permits compen- 
sation for the diminishing voltage of 
the three -cell flashlight battery utilized 
for actuating the movement of the 
Ohmmeter -Meg -ohmmeter. The same 
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"adjuster" rheostat is employed for ad- 
justing externally -applied potentials 
used for the higher ohmmeter ranges. 

The low resistance range is from 
11-5.000 ohms. The next range is from 
0-500,000 ohms. An indicating range 
of from 0--5 megohms ís available by 
using an external 45 -volt battery. An 
indicating range of 0-25 megohms can 
be obtained by employing the self-con- 
tained potential of 250 volts, direct cur- 
rent from the Uiagnometer output cir- 
cuits. 'these resistance ranges are 
ideally suited for complete resistance 
analysis. 

if. to 10 nil's. In many instances, this 
latter feature will he extremely useful. 
Many other desirable tests may be made 
with the AAA -1 Uiagnometer,_ but a 
description of these is beyond the scope 
of this hook. 

For those Service Men who do not re- 
quire, or who cannot afford as com- 
prehensive an instrument as the AAA -1 

Uiagnometer, there are several other 
analyzers made by the Supreme Instru- 
ments Corporation which provide splen- 
did facilities for resistance servicing 
and which at the same time incorpor- 
ate many other useful features. 

1 )f course, an elaborate device such 
as the Uiagnometer has many other 
features which can be used to immense 
advantage. For example, the tube 
tester is always instantly available and 
supplementary voltage readings may be 
made directly from the sockets. using 
the same analyzer cable and plug. A 

capacitor tester is also provided. cap- 
able of indicating capacities from .11112 

The Supreme model 90 Set Analyzer 
(Fig. :I I is provided with an ohmic 
scale for the direct reading of resist- 
ance values up to 500,000 ohms in two 
ranges of 0-5,000 ohms and 0-500,000 
ohms, the lowest division of this range 
being 2'_ ohms. A "zero -ohms" adjus- 
ter is provided on the panel for ad- 
justing the meter sensitivity to take 
care of battery potential variations. 
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This analyzer, in addition to its use 
for resistance measurement work, also 
provides six A.C. and six D.C. voltage 
measuring ranges and five A.C. and 
five D.C. current measuring ranges. 
The A.C. and D.C. currents and volt- 

OHMS 

ó ñ^f'" °Pá°eh. 
o °°" "í ÍII LI ' 

Millimeter Scale 

Model 56 

ry 

ages are directly indicated on one scale 
with the same distribution, thereby 
eliminating the necessity of an extra 
scale for A.C. readings with the attend- 
ant confusing calibrations. 

The Supreme model 56 Set Analyzer 
(See Fig. 35), is designed to provide a 
complete resistance analysis directly 
on the analyzer panel shown in Fig. 36. 
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The usual analyzer provides the possi- 
bility of only two reference circuits for 
connecting the 41 -volt battery: (1) 
control grid; and (2) normal grid cir- 
cuits. Taking the 6 -prong and '7 -prong 
tubes for example, the mode! 56 An- 
alyzer provides battery connections to 
any of the grid and plate circuits. The 
extreme flexibility of this arrangement 
is desirable since it permits complete 
resistance analysis of all circuits of any 
tube socket directly from the analyzer 
panel. Any one of the circuits may be 
taken as a reference point for the re - 

This analyzer also has facilities for 
making all usual voltage -current an- 
alysis. for making capacitative meas- 
urements and for a number of other 
useful servicing tests. 

HICKOK 

Another instrument illustrated in Fig. 
37 which is well adapted for use in 
connection with the resistance Method 
of servicing is the Hickok StatiKtester. 
The following is a general description 
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FIG. 3; 

sistance measurements, or, if desired, 
the radio chassis or ground may be 
taken as the reference circuit. These 
facilities have been provided especially 
to enable the Service Man to realize 
to the fullest extent, the advantages of 
complete resistance analysis. 

The meter of the 56 Analyzer has an 
"ohms" scale capable of indica .ing re- 
sistance values in the low range from 
0 to 5,000 ohms and in the high range 
from 0 to 500,000 ohms. 

of the ohmmeter and capacity meter 
employed in this instrument. 

Referring to Fig. 38, rheostat "R" 
is used for making line voltage adjust- 
ments for the tube tester, the capacity 
meter, and the ohmmeter. The ranges 
of the ohmmeter are controlled by the 
switch located to the right of same and 
on position 1, the ohmmeter scale is 
read direct; when on position marked 
100, multiply by 100, or add two ci- 
phers, and when on position marked 
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10.000. multiply by 10.000, or add four 
ciphers. 

The ranges of the capacity meter (C) 
are controlled by the switch located to 
the left of same, and when switch is 
on the position marked "L" the lower 
scale (.05 to 1 .mf.) is read; when on 
high, the high scale ('Ñ to 15 infs.) is 
read. 

When using the ohmmeter adjust- 
ment is first made to full scale by press- 
ing the button as shown in Fig. 38 
and adjusting the rheostat "R" until 
the ohmmeter reads full scale. It is 
always necessary tvhen using this ohm- 
meter, to have a 280 tube in the inter- 
nal socket of the tester. and it is re- 
contruended by the manufacturer that 

this tube he carefully tested for this 
purpose and that it be left in the tester 
at all tines. When testing battery - 
operated sets for resistance or capacity, 
batteries should he entirely discon- 
nected. 

The'socket "A" (Fig. 38) is used for 
a connection to the cable 1-K only, and 
its contacts are connected in parallel 
with socket "AA". which is used for 
making resistance or capacity measure- 
ments from the sockets of receivers. 

The socket "AA," when used with 
special connector 4-K, serves as a 

switch whereby either capacity or re- 
sistance measurements may be made 
front any of the terminals in the re- 
ceiver socket and between these term- 
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inals and ground. With the connector 
4-K in the two holes marked "Cap," 
connection is made to the capacity 
meter. This socket "AA" constitutes a 

switch by which any combination of 
connections can be made and are at the 
same time visible in the same manner 
as if the connection was actually made 
at the receiver socket. 

The terminals marked "G(;" are in 
parallel with "(1," and the grot:nd cable 
No. 6-K should be connected to the 
chassis of the receiver and the other 
terminal placed in "C." It therefore 
follows that any resistance or capacity 
between any of the socket terminals of 
the receiver may he measured by using 
the switch connector "AA" and con- 
necting between terminal "CG" and any 
of the terminals of "AA." 

To enable the Service Man to take 
auxiliary voltage readings, combination 
binding posts and pin jack terminals are 
provided for the U.C. voltmeter "V' 
and the A.C. voltmeter "C." Thus the 
Service Man is provided wit'r either 
type terminals according to which may 
be the most suitable for the work at 
hand. When the U.C. voltmeter is used 
as a separate meter to read volts, the 
resistance range change switc.1 should 
be in the position "100" or "10,1)00." 

The measurement of resistances and 
capacities in parallel in a radio receiver 
can easily be made with this egiipment, 
by first measuring the value of the re- 
sistors with the ohmmeter. Assuming 
that there is no leakage in the conden- 
ser paralleling the resistor, the meas- 
urement of the resistor is made in the 
same manner as if it were not in par- 
allel with the condenser. After the 
value of the resistor is found, the value 
of the condenser can be found by mak- 
ing a capacity measurement with the 
capacity meter, the reading of which 
will be a combined reading of the A.C. 
current passing through the condenser 
and the resistor. By means of the 
chart and tables in the appendix, the 
correct value of the condenser- may be 
obtained, after taking into account the 
current passing through the resistor. 

A careful scrutiny of the wiring dia- 
gram of any receiver, assuming that 
the diagram contains complete inform- 
ation as to the values of all the resist- 

ances and capacities of the circuit, will 
reveal that practically any network of 
resistances and capacities may be meas- 
urers by making the proper connections 
which will segregate the different units 
to be measured. Frequently, a connec- 
tion from the plate of one tube to the 
plate of another will complete a circuit 
whereby a resistance can be measured 
which could not be measured from any 
other socket terminal; or very frequent- 
ly connections from the grid of one tube 
to the plate of another, or cathode of 
one to the plate of another, will give a 

circuit which will include the necessary 
unit to be measured. 

To Measure the Leakage and Resistance 
Values of Electrolytic Condensers 

The StatiKtester may also he used 
to measure the leakage and resistance 
values of electrolytic condensers. These 
present an entirely different problem 
than paper or mica type condensers as 
there is always some D.C. leakage pre- 
sent and this leakage value does not 
fall to its minimum until after direct 
current of the proper polarity has been 
applied to the condenser for approxim- 
ately one minute. The D.C. plate sup- 
ply of the tube tester incorporated in 
this instrument, constitutes an entire- 
ly satisfactory source of U.C. to apply 
to electrolytic condensers to measure 
leakage. 

To measure the leakage and built- 
up effective U.C. resistance of electro- 
lytic condensers, the fo.lowing proced- 
ure is used. The plug of one of the 
3-K cables is inserted into the plate 
hole of the 221 socket of the tube tester. 
The plug of the other cable is inserted 
in the cathode hole of this socket. Care 
should be taken that these cables do not 
touch each other, as a short will re- 
sult if they do. 

The cable from the plate hole of the 
socket is connecteu to the positive term- 
minal of the electrolytic condenser and 
the one from the cathode hole to the 
negative terminal. With the StatiK- 
tester in operation, approximately 200 
volts D.C. will be impressed upon the 
electrolytic condenser and the leakage 
can be read directly. on the plate mil- 
liammeter of the tube tester. This leak- 
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age should not exceed Y4 milliampere 
after being left in the circuit one min- 
ute. 

After being left in the circuit, as out- 
lined in the preceding paragraph, quick- 
ly connect the capacity meter on the 
high scale and the capacity can be read 
directly on the capacity meter. Elec- 
trolytic condensers, when being meas- 
ured for capacity, should not be left 
connected to the capacity meter for 

1 
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more than 15 seconds without again 
connecting to the D.C. supply, for a 
longer connection to the capacity meter 
will result in raising the leakage value 
and giving erroneous readings. 

In addition to its uses for measuring 
resistance capacities, the StatiKtester 
also functions as an excellent tube test- 
er and is equipped to give voltage and 
current reading from the receiver soc- 
kets, whether these are to be used to 
supplement the resistance measure- 
ment method of servicing or for thor- 
ough voltage method tests. 

READRITE 

The recently announced Readrite No. 
1,000 Resistance -Continuity and Cap- 
acity Tester, Fig. 39, is a well -designed 
instrument for servicing by the Resist- 
ance Measurement method. This device 
is built around a good ohmmeter and 
includes in its design a capacity tester 
and a D.C. voltmeter and milliammeter. 
It also contains a means of checking 
A.C. line voltage. In addition, it is 
provided with suitable cables and plugs 
for making the necessary tests and for 
gaining access to all circuits directly 
from the various tube sockets. 

A thirteen point selector switch per- 
mits one to take as many as thirteen 
different resistance readings if neces- 
sary, without making any changes 
whatsoever in the connections between 
the tester and the radio receiver. The 
result is remarkable rapidity in com- 
pleting an analysis. The various re- 
sistance scales (0-500 ohms; 0-50,000 
ohms; 0-3,000,000 ohms) are available 
through another convenient selector 
switch. Provisions are made for the 
attaching of a 90,000 ohm current lim- 
iting resistor and two 22% -volt bat- 
teries, to permit the reading of resist- 
ances up to 6,000,000 ohms. Voltages 
are readable on the same D.C. meter 
and three positions on the thirteen 
point selector switch may be used to 
obtain plate, grid, and screen voltages 
at any socket. Jacks are also avail- 
able which permit the tester to be used 
independently of plug and cable con- 
nections, to measure resistances, volt- 
ages and also capacities. 



CHAPTER 7 

Routine Testing Where Circuit Diagram is Available 
and Where Resistances are Known 

THE actual method of making a re- 
sistance analysis where the circuit 

diagram is available and where the re- 
sistances and other constants are 
known, will be illustrated by means of 
a routine test performed on a model 
K-140, Kolster 10 -tube Superhetero- 
dyne. The Readrite No. 1000 tester, de- 
scribed in chapter 6, was used to make 
this test. 

Before starting, there are a few 
points regarding resistance measure- 
ment, which should be clearly under- 
stood: first of all, it is desirable, and, 
in fact, essential, that the condition of 
all tubes should be checked up in a 
suitable tube checker. The tube check- 
er may be independent of the tester, 
or it may be an integral part of it, as 
in the case of the Diagnometer de- 
scribed in the last chapter; secondly, it 
should be definitely understood that the 
resistance measurement system of ser- 
vicing may need to be supplemented 
under certain conditions, by 'oltage 
measurements. Furthermore, a rout- 
ing check, of condenser conditions is 
obviously necessary, since an open -cir- 
cuited bypass condenser will not neces- 
sarily change a resistance reading . On 
the other hand, a shorted condenser 
may cause variations in resistance read- 
ings at a number of different points. 
Knowing that the bypass condensers 
are not shorted, it is possible to diag- 
nose the resistance readings more rap- 
idly and more accurately. 

Getting back to the test of the Kol- 
ster K-140, in Fig. 10, the first step is 
to remove all tubes from their sockets 
and to disconnect the set from the A.C. 
supply source. The condensers ir. the 
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radio set are discharged by connecting 
a wire between the rectifier tube fila- 
ments and the chassis. Then the left- 
hand cable plug of the Na. 1000 Tester 
is inserted in the rectifier tube socket. 
It is necessary in this case, to utilize the 
five to four prong adapter. The right- 
hand cable plug is next placed in the 
first R.F. socket. (See schematic dia- 
gram, Fig. 40.) 

The black wire is clipped on the set 
chassis, while the red wire is connected 
to the control grid lead of the radio set. 
Next, the selector switch located direct- 
ly underneath the capacity meter, is 
placed in the "Ohms" position. 

The selector switch on the right-hand 
side of the tester is now turned to the 
No. 1 position. In this position, it 
measures the resistance from the heat- 
er to the chassis, which in this case is 
found to be a small fraction of an ohm 
(.02). This measurement is made with 
the left-hand selector switch on the 
0-500 ohm scale. The ohmmeter is 
adjusted to full scale before the read- 
ing is taken, by holding down the but- 
ton marked "Ohms" and rotating the 
knob marked "Ohms", until the needle 
shows full-scale deflection, which is 
zero ohms. The button is then released 
and the reading on the ohmmeter for 
the 0-500 ohm scale is correct. 

The right-hand selector switch is then 
turned to the No. 2 position. This 
measures the resistance between the 
cathode and the chassis. This is 500 
ohms, comprising the resistance of R2. 

Turning the selector switch to posi- 
tion No. 3, we obtain the resistance 
measurement between the screen -grid 
(grid at socket) and the chassis. It 
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will be noted at once that this resist- 
ance is too high to be measured on the 
0-500 scale, so therefore, the selector 
switch at the left is turned to the 0- 
50.000 ohm scale, and the ohmmeter is 
again adjusted to full scale deflection. 
using the push-button and the knób 
marked "ohms," as explained above. 
This procedure must be followed each 
time the position of the scale selector 
switch is changed. The 0 to 50,000 ohm 
scale is read by multiplying the 0 to 500 
scale by 100. The resistance R19 is 
found to measure 25.000 ohms. 

At position No. 4, the resistance from 
plate to chassis is measured. It is now 
necessary to adjust the selector- switch 
at the left to the 0 to 3 megohm scale. 
In reading the ohmmeter, that scale 
reading should always be selected which 
will give the widest deflection on the 
ohmmeter for the various resistances 
being measured. In this case the total 
resistance is found to be 60.000 ohms. 
This includes the primary resistance of 
the R.F. transformer 2, plus R21 which 
is 10.000 ohms, R20-25.000 and RI9- 
25,000 ohms. Since the resistance of 
the primary of the R.F. transformer is 
only 2.6 ohms, this value is too small 
to be noticeable when totalled with the 
other three large resistances, so a sep- 
arate primary resistance check-up will 
be necessary. 

Position No. 5 is used to measure the 
resistance from the control grid to the 
chassis. This measures a total resist- 
ance of 1 megohm, including as it does, 
resistances R24, R9, R8 and the sec- 
ondary of R.F.T.1. This latter value, 
being very small in proportion to the 
others, must be checked up separately. 

Position No. 6 is provided to meas- 
ure the resistance between the sup- 
pressor grid and the chassis. In this 
instance, the suppressor grid is con- 
nected at the socket terminals to the 
cathode, so that the reading will be the 
same obtained with the selector in 
position No. 2. 

Turning the switch to position No. 7, 

measurement ís made of the resistance 
between one rectifier plate terminal and 
the chassis. The following resistances 
are included in this measurement: one- 
half of the power transformer second- 
ary (83 ohms); Choke No. 1 (neg- 

ligible); field coil No. 2 1640 ohms) 
and field coil No. 1 (850 ohms). The 
parallel circuit containing R14 (250,000 
ohms) and Rl2 (75.000 ohms) being 
relatively high in resistance may he 

disregarded. 

Position No. 8 measures the resist- 
ance between the other rectifier plate 
and the chassis, and naturally the read- 
ing should he the same as obtained at 
No. 7. 

The selector switch is then turned to 
position No. 9 in order to measure the 
resistance between the heater of the 
rectifer tube and the plate of V1. This 
resistance comprises the negligible 2.6 
ohms resistance of the primary of the 
R.F. transformer R.F. 2 plus the re- 
sistance of R21, which is 10.000 ohms. 

Position No. 10 measures the resist- 
ance between the heater of the rectifier 
tube and the grid terminal of the socket 
under test. In other words, this is the 
resistance between the screen grid of 
\'1 and the filament of V10. This is 
R20, having a resistance of 25.000 
ohms. 

At position No. 11, it is possible to 
measure the resistance from the fila- 
ment of VIO to the cathode of V1. This 
includes R2, R19 and R20. These val- 
ues respectively are 500 ohms, 25,000 
ohms and 25,000 ohms, totalling 50,500 
ohms. 

Continuing the test, the left-hand 
cable remains plugged into the recti- 
fier socket, while the right-hand cable 
is now plugged into the 1st detector 
socket, V2. Starting at position No. 1 

of the right-hand selector switch, the 
same routine is again followed, passing 
from one position to another and read- 
ing the ohmmeter each time in order 
to check the various resistances, exact- 
ly as in the case of VI. The various 
readings are all carefully tabulated. 

Next the right-hand cable is plugged 
into the oscillator socket. V3; then in- 
to the 1st intermediate socket, V4; then 
it is plugged into the second I.F. soc- 
ket, V5; then into the 2nd detector soc- 
ket, V6. Tests from the audio sockets 
V7, V8 and V9 follow. In each case, 
the selector switeh is swung through 
its various positions ana the necessary 
readings of the ohmmeter are taken. 
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Position No. 12 of the selector switch 
may be used to measure the resistance 
from plate to plate between any two 
sockets. Position No. 13 is used to 
measure the resistance from grid to 
grid between any two sockets. 

Resistances such as the primary of 
the antenna coupler, R.F.T. 1, which 
cannot be checked from the sockets by 
the cable plugs, may be measured by 
means of the test prods connected into 
the separate jacks provided for this 
purpose. 

By continuing the analysis from soc- 
ket to socket as indicated above and 
checking results each time with all 

available data on the circuit under test, 
it is possible to locate the defective re- 
sistor, coupling transformer or filter 
condenser in remarkably rapid time. 
This particular point should be empha- 
sized strongly,' namely, that the entire 
set of readings outlined above can be 
run through in a very short time. Ob- 
viously, it takes a long time to give a 
detailed description of each operation 
and the reason for performing it, where- 
as it is possible to plug the cable into 
a socket and take eleven or twelve read- 
ings in less than five minutes by merely 
rotating the selector switch and regu- 
lating the deflection of the ohmmeter. 



CHAPTER 8 

Routine Testing Where Circuit Diagram is Not 
Available and Where Resistances are Unknown 

IP is problems like the foregoing that 
present the best test as to the ability 

of the Service Man. After all neces- 
sary information has been given to the 
Service Man by the manufacturer, it 
is a simple problem to service a set. 
But, when you encounter a receiver 
about which you know nothing, the fun 
begins. 

Careful reading of Chapters Four, 
Five, Six and Seven should furnish a 
background for the procedure to be fol- 
lowed in servicing by Resistance Meas- 
urement. Knowing that each tube ele- 
ment has its own circuit, and that every 
circuit will have some value of resist- 
ance is the starting point in receiver an- 
alysis forms. 

Certain factors can be counted on to 
hold true for all types of radio sets and 
amplifiers. These are tabulated below 
and should be tucked away in the mind 
for future reference. 

FILAMENT CIRCUITS 

'01-A 

A -B -C1 A 

'OVA 

'CONNECTED 
TO CMA§$1$ 

F1G.4t-A 

All filament circuits have a connec- 
tion to the ground or the chassis 
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whether the set is A.C., D.C. or battery 
operated. Ninety-nine out of one hun- 
dred tests will show that the resistance 
between the ground and the filament is 
zero or some value of resistance less 
than 2.000 ohms. Filament circuits are 
held above ground potential by the bias 
resistors used to supply the bias for 
the particular tube (generally the pow- 
er tube). Cathode type tubes generally 
have their filaments at absolute ground 
potential so that ohmmeter readings 
will- simply indicate the fact that the 
connection between the filament wind- 
ing of the power transformer is or is 
not completed to the ground. 

Common forms or types of filament 
circuits are shown in Fir. 41 A, B and 
C. In A, battery type tubes are used 
in the standard parallel connection, and 
ohmmeter tests between the ground and 
negative filament connections of the 
sockets will give full scale deflection. 
No reading will be obtained from the 
positive side if the tubes are out of the 
sockets, and the batteries are not con- 
nected to the receiver. 

Heater type tubes are used in the 
circuit shown in B, and a full scale 
reading will be noted on an ohmmeter 
connected from ground to heater. Some 
resistance is in the circuit, but that re- 
sistance is very low as the total resist- 
ance lies in the filament winding of the 
power transformer and the leads run- 
ning to the sockets. In the power stage 
the ohmmeter will read 400 ohms due 
to the resistor placed in series with the 
center tap of the filamer.t winding and 
the ground. If there were no reading 
at this point, then the fault would lie 
in a defective resistor or shorted con- 
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denser. Open circuit in the resistor 
will result in no reading whatsoever. 

Direct current electric sets generally 
have their filament circuits connected 
in series as shown in C. Here read- 
ings can he made to the various filament 
terminals only when the tubes are in 
their sockets. In the drawing the fila- 
ments of the tubes are shown connected 
to the socket terminals by the dotted 
lines. When the tubes are in their soc- 
kets, resistance readings can be taken 
and the resistance measured will he 
that of the tube filaments. Of course, 

58 58 57 47 

the power supply plug should not be 
connected to the electric outlet while 
these tests are being made. Note that 
the filaments are in series, and as the 
readings are taken above ground, in- 
creased values of resistance will be in- 
dicated. The resistance R1 plus R2 plus 
R3 plus R4 will be the sum and effec- 
tive value of resistance between points 
1 and 2. 

GRiD CiRCIUITS 

RADIO FREQUENCY: All grid cir- 
cuits must have a return to ground 
either through a "C" battery or direct 
connected. Different values of resist- 
ances will be indicated on the scale of 
an ohmmeter depending on the form 
of coupling used. See Fig. 42. The 
average receiver will have radio fre- 
quency coils with a very low direct - 
current resistance which is hard to read 
on the average ohmmeter. Some de- 
tector circuits will have a resistance of 
1 or 2 megs. as indicated in the resist- 
ance coupled grid circuit under . the 
heading "Power Tube." In that case 

the plate circuit of the preceding tube 
is the tuned circuit. Certain super - 
heterodynes have tuned plate circuits 
in their intermediate -frequency ampli- 
fiers and would also come under this 
classification. 

AUDIO FREQUENCY:, The three 
common forms of audio -frequency am- 
plification will, by the different types 
of equipment used, offer varying values 
of resistance depending on the equip- 
ment used. Transformer coupled stages 
will have comparatively low values of 
resistance in the grid circuits. Resist- 
ance coupled stages will have values be- 
tween 1/4 and 1 meg. in most modern 
sets. These high values of resistance 
would give false readings on voltmeters 
connected between the grid and the 
cathode; the error is caused by the 
voltage drop in the grid resistor. In 
Fig. 42 grid circuits are shown and a 
meter is indicated connected so as to 
read the voltage applied to the grid 
of the tube. Impedance coupled am- 
plifiers are seldom used in the modern 
receiver but the grid circuit is general- 
ly resistive. 

If possible, trace the leads run- 
ning to the tube sockets and study 
the way that the grid circuit is con- 
nected. If the ohmmeter does not give 
satisfactory indications on high values 
of resistance, and the grid circuit is 
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known to be resistive, it would be wise 
to accept the fact that any movement 
of the indicating pointer means a closed 
circuit through the high resistance. If 
there is no reading or movement of the 
indicator, then an open should be look- 
ed for. 

Grid circuits of audio -frequency am- 
plifiers will be resistive or inductive. 
If they are resistive, then the values of 
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the resistances will generally be 1 meg. 
or less. If transformer coupled, the 
resistance will run from a few hundred 
to several thousand ohms. The types 
of tubes used in the output stages will 
give an idea as to the value to be ex- 
pected there. Tubes used in Class A 
connections will have grid circuits with 
comparatively high values of resist- 
ance. Class B type transformers have 
low direct -current resistances due to 

-POWER TUBE - 
IL' 2^D' RES. TRANSE. 
R.r R.F. DET. COUPLED COUPLED 

FIG.42 

the current requirements of the sec- 
ondary and the fact that a step down 
ratio is used. If screen -grid type tubes 
are used in audio frequency stages, re- 
sistance coupling will generally be 
found in the grid circuit. This state- 
ment will not hold for all cases but re- 
sistance coupling should be looked for 
first. Three element tubes are gener- 
ally used with transformer coupled am- 
plifiers so the grid circuit resistance 
will be low, unless resistance -capacity 
isolator circuits are used (R and C Fig. 
42) 

PLATE CIRCUITS: Plate circuits 
will be inductive in radio -frequency 
amplifiers, resistive and inductive in 
detector circuits; and the same in au- 
dio -frequency circuits. Screen circuits 
will he resistive as indicated in Fig. 
43. A resistance is generally used be- 
tween the screens of screen -grid tubes 
and the ground, serving as a bleeder 
resistance for the power -supply unit. 
This resistance is indicated at R, and 
if an average value. is to be placed on 
this resistor, it will be about 20,000 
ohms. Variation in resistance between 
ground and screen seems to fall be- 
tween 10,000 and 50,000 ohms. 

Variations in the resistance between 
the plate of a tube and- ground runs 
between 1,000 ohms and 1 meg., de- 
pending on the circuit in which the tests 
are made. 

POWER SUPPLY UNITS 

Resistance measurement of the var- 
ious circuits in a power supply system 
can be made from the rectifier tube 
socket. In Fig. 44 the standard 80 
type tube is shown in a full -wave con- 
nection. This circuit arrangement is 
common to thousands of radio receivers. 

Measuring from one plate of the rec- 
tifier tube will give the direct current 
resistance of one-half the high voltage 
secondary. No reading will mean an 
open in the coil. Read between the 
other plate and the ground for the re- 
sistance of the other half of the sec- 
bndary. This value will hardly run 
more than 200 ohris total. That means 
the total resistance from plate to plate 
connection of the power transformer. 

The filament winding of the rectifier 
can be measured across the filament 
socket terminals. This will be a few 
ohms at the most. 

Condensers can be checked for leak- 
age and the resistance of the individ- 
ual chokes can be measured by means 
of prods Hith the chassis turned over. 
Chokes have resistances which are sel- 
dom greater than 200 ohms. 

Many sets have a speaker field con- 
nected in the filter circuit and the in- 
ductance of the field winding is used 
for the choke. The circuit for this con- 

nection is shown in Fig. 45 and differs 
from Fig. 44 because the inductance is 
connected in the negative leg of the 
filter system. In this case the ohm- 
meter will read the sum of the resist- 
ance in the circuit when measuring 
from plate of the rectifier tube to the 
ground or chassis. A simple way to 
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find out if the speaker field is being 
used as a choke is to pull out the plug 
connecting the speaker to ;he set. If 
the ohmmeter gives NO reading when 
the field of the speaker is removed from 
the circuit then the field is connected 
as shown in Fig. 45. Speaker fields 
range in resistance values from 1,000 
ohms to 2,500 ohms. The 2,500 ohm 
size being very popular. 

Several sets use the 81 type tube in 
a full wave connection and the only 
difference in conducting the tests and 
measurements lies in the fact that the 
plate to chassis analysis must be made 
from two sockets instead of one. A 
conventional circuit for 81's in a full - 
wave circuit is shown in Fig. 46. 

Gas typerectifiers are used in many 
sets, especially auto receivers, Fig. 47. 
Older model sets and "B" eliminators 
used this tube exclusively. Resistance 
measurements of the power transformer 
secondary is carried on in the same 
manner except for the fact that the 
high voltage terminals of the power 

transformer are connected to the fila- 
ment terminals of the rectifier socket. 
The plate terminal of the rectifier soc- 
ket going to the center tap of the power 
transformer and to ground (chassis). 

Note the use of bypass condensers 
across the high voltage winding of the 
power transformer. These condensers 
should be checked for leakage, especial- 
ly in old power supply units. As con- 
densers age and are subjected to heat, 
the insulating qualities of the paper 
used in the condensers for the dielec- 
tric are destroyed. Condensers with low 
leakage values should be replaced as 
they drain current from the power 
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transformer causing excessive heat and 
low output voltage. Good condensers 
have a leakage resistance of about 200 
megohms per microfarad. If a conden- 
ser is found that has a resistance that 
can be measured on an ordinary ohm- 
meter, it is time to change. 

SPEAKER AND FIELD CIRCUITS 

At times, speaker fields short to the 
metal frame of the speaker and in some 
sets the frame of the speaker is ground- 
ed. If the field winding is used in the 
filter circuit then a direct short will be 
found. This will result in low voltages, 
over heated power transformers, and 
rectifiers that either burn out or show 
gas. Three common methods of speak- 
er field and voice coil connections are 
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shown in Fig. 48 A, B and C. In some 
cases the field is connected on the nega- 
tive side of the filter and in others on 
the positive side. 

o 

In every case the additional wind- 
ings of the power transformer (fila- 
ment windings) are measured from the 
sockets of the tubes in the set 



CHAPTER 9 

The Relation of Voltage Testing Methods to 
Resistance Measurement 

YPERIENCE suggests to the au- 
thor that the Service Man of the 

future will combine Voltage Testing 
and Resistance Measuring to his ser- 
vice problems, plus the use of such de- 
vices as are capable of checking con- 
densers and inductances in alternating 
current circuits. The function of coils 
and condensers in direct current test 
circuits is not the final criterion as to 
the worth of the particular unit. More 
experience is required on the part of 
the Service Man and the manufacturer 
of test equipment to develop the com- 
bination of equipment which will prove 
ideal. 

Resistance Measurement offers the 
most practical solution to the problems 
of radio servicing at the present time, 
overshadowing the advantages offered 
by devices which would cover the action 
of circuit components under alternating 
current test conditions. 

Practical test equipment must be uni- 
versal in it's application. It must test 
all of the conditions that can be en- 
countered in service work. Instru- 
ments suitable for testing coils and con- 
densers have to be able to cover ex- 
treme ranges due to the tremendous 
difference in the electrical constants 
encountered. 

Coils have inductance values ranging 
from a few microhenries to hundreds of 
henries. This means that the instru- 
ment must have suitable circuits, 
switching devices and indicating scales 
to cover this great range. No manu- 
facturer has been able to develop such 
an instrument, although several manu- 
facturers have inductance meters suit- 
able for use in testing power chokes 
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and other inductances. Tests of induct- 
ance will not be satisfactory until the 
choke and the transformer manufactur- 
er furnish the Service Man with values 
of inductances and impedances at some 
standard frequency. Sixty cycles should 
be the standard as this would permit a 
standard source of frequency for alter- 
nating current testing. As the imped- 
ance of a coil or inductance is depend- 
ent on the electrical value of the coil 
expressed in henries and the frequency, 
it would be imperative that some uni- 
versally obtainable frequency be used 
as a standard. 

Condenser meters are available cover- 
ing limited ranges suitable for deter- 
mining the capacity values of filter con- 
densers. Here the frequency used for 
the tests and measurements will be 
sixty cycles. 

Inductance -capacity tests have their 
field of usefulness to the Service Man, 
but a combination of voltage and resist- 
ance measurement will be the best ally 
for the busy Service Man. The more 
thought given to the problem, and the 
more comprehensive the fundamental 
knowledge of electricity, the more prac- 
tical the combination becomes. 

Figures 19 to 23 of Chapter IV are 
good examples of what can be done in 
the way of obtaining accurate informa- 
tion as to circuit conditions. Volt- 
meters, no matter how sensitive. are 
operated by power, and in many radio 
circuits the energy consumed by the 
meter used for a test will be greater 
than the energy used in the circuit un- 
der normal operation. 

Voltage testing alone has been sat- 
isfactory in the past and will have it's 
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place in future service problems; but 
the demand for greater speed and ac- 
curacy necessitates additional methods 
to supplement voltage analysis. 

Perhaps the best way to compare the 
two methods of radio receiver servicing 
would be to take a circuit diagram from 
the 1932 Official Radio Service Manual 
and analyze various circuit faults that 
could develop in the life of the set. See 
Fig. 19. 

One fact must be assumed, that all 
the tubes are up to the standard re- 
quired for the normal operation of the 
set. Tube testing, being outside the 
scope of this section, validates this as- 
sumption. Most Service Men have de- 
vices that will test tubes with a reason- 
able degree of accuracy. In general, if 
the tubes are defective, the set is other- 
wise in good running order. If the 
tubes are in good condition, then the 
fault, if any, lies in the set proper. 

A quick socket analysis by the "Volt- 
age Testing Method" will give the Ser- 
vice Man an idea if any of the voltages 
applied to the tubes do not compare 
with the voltage readings as specified 
in Table 1 of Fig. 49. Voltage tests 

24.00TECTOR 

will indicate if there is a discrepancy, 
hut will not give a reason for the dif- 
ference. 

It is at this point that "Resistance 
Measurement" methods enters the pic- 
ture. "Resistance Measurement" en- 
ables the Service Man to locate the - 

cause of the discrepancy in jig time. 
In other words, this method carries the 
process of servicing beyond general cir- 
cuit testing and gets down to the test- 
ing of the individual part. 

Suppose the condenser (15) were 
shorted. This would increase the cur- 
rent flow in resistor (27). Any increase 
in the current flow will cause a greater 
voltage drop across this resistor and the 
result will be a decrease in the voltage 
applied to the screen of the detector 
tube. Low voltages at this point will 
cause poor quality, lack of sensitivity, 
and reduced radio -frequency amplifica- 
tion due to the. added drop in screen 
voltage on the first two tubes. In this 
case voltage testing will indicate the 
effect but will not point out the direct 
cause. Resistance Measurement will 
solve this problem by finding the cause. 

After voltage measLrements have 
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Table 1 -Tube Socket Readings Taken with AC Set Tester AC Line -115 volts 

Tube Filament 
Volts 

Plate 
Volts 

Screen 
Grid 
Volts 

Control 
Grid 
Volts 

Cathode 
Volts 

Plate 
Milli - 

amperes Type 
24 
24 
24 
47 
80 

Circuit 
1st R.F.2.4 
2nd R.F. 

Det. 
Output 
Rect. 

2.4 
2.4 
2.4 
5.0 

245 
250 
100 
175 
..... 

90 
90 
42 

190 
...... 

2.5 
2.5 
8.0 
1.0 

. - 
3.0 
3.0 
8.0 

4.5 
5.5 

0 
2.7v 
30/ 

Note.--\ o ume Control on full; Station Selector turned to Low Frequency End. These readings must be taken from the underside of the chassis, using test prods and leads unless the set checker is specially equipped for testing pentode tubes. 

Table 2 -Power Transformer Voltages 

Terminals A.C. Volts Color 
1-2 105 to 125 Primary Black (Small Gauge) 3-5 2.5 Filament of 24 and 47 Black 6-7 5. Filament of 80 Light Blue 
8-10 700. Yellow 

4 Center Tap of 3-5 Black, Yellow,Tracer 
9 Center Tap of 8-10 Yellow. Green Tracer 

Table 3 -Condenser Data 

No. on Figs. 
2 and 3 Container 

(9) (10) 
(12) (16) 

.00025 
.01 

Yellow 
Black Bakelite Container (25) .05 Black Bakelite Container (22) .05 and 150 Ohm resistor Black Bakelite Container (15) .1, .15, 2-.5 (50-60 cycles) Metal Container 

.05, .15, .2S, 2-.5 (25-40 cycles) 
(24) .05 
(33) (50 to 60 cycles) 6. Electrolytic 

(25 to 40 cycles) 10. Electrolytic (34) 6. Electrolytic 

Table 4 -Resistor Data 

No. on Figs. 
3 and 4 

Power 
(Watts) Resistance Color 

Body Tip Dot 
(22) 150 and .05 Jtfd. Black Bakelite Co irtainer (11) .5 10,000 Brown Black Orange (23) 1. 15,000 Brown Green Orange 
(26) 1. 25.000 Red Green Orange (28) .5 32,000 Orange Red Orange (27) (29) .5 99,000 White White Orange (21) .5 160,000 Brown Blue Yellow (13) .5 240,000 Red Yellow Yellow (14) (20) .5 490,000 Yellow White Yellow 

FIG. 49 Continued 
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been made, the Service Man is con- 
fronted with the necessity of determin- 
ing the cause. Two things outside of 
Resistance and Voltage Measurement 
will help the Service Man at this point: 
EXPERIENCE and a REASONING 
MIND. "Experience is the best teach- 
er," it is said, but where is the Service 
Man who has just entered the f.eld go- 
ing to get this experience? Knowledge 
by experience comes after a time, but 
some means of speeding up this pro- 
cess is necessary. Some men have had 
so much experience servicing a particu- 
lar type of receiver that when they are 
confronted with a receiver of different 
make or type they have to stop and 
start all over again. While it pays to 
be a specialist in one manufacturer's 
product and know the service problems 

that are encountered, it is .not the best 
way to become a real Service Man. 
Another point, in many sections, Ser- 
vice Men are called upon to service ten 
different types of sets in a day. That 
is no place for a specialist. Such work 
requires an all around, bang-up man. 

The ability of a man to reason places 
him in an excellent position, especially 
when it comes to service work. Volt- 
ages wrong? What circuit and what 
parts in that circuit will be defective? 
Reason will indicate that some com- 
ponent in that immediate circuit or an 
associated circuit is faulty. Just what 
part is defective can be checked by Re- 
sistance Measurement quickly. Some 
Service Men have had so much EX- 
PERIENCE that their REASONING is 
limited by their past experience. 



CHAPTER 10 

Appendix 

hOLSTER 31Ol)ELS K-lI0 AND K-142 
10 -TUBE SL'PERHE'I'ER011l NE 

(Dual reproducers, dual band -selectors, 
antenna transmission line, phono.- 

radio operation; A.V.C.; provisions 
for connecting remote control 
and an S.W. converter; neon - 

tube isual tuning.) 

Aradio receiver that excellently 
represents the advances which 

have been made in radio receiver de- 
sign is the Kolster model K-140 (50 - 
to 60 -cycle) and the model K-14.2 (25 - 
to 60 -cycle) 10 -tube superheterodyne. 

Following are the condenser values 
employed in these chassis: Cl, C2, C3, 
Ca, 4 -gang tuning condenser unit; CIA, 
C2A, C3A, CIA, R.F. trimmer conden- 
sers; C5. padding condenser, 600 mmf.; 
C5A. pad R.F. trimmer condenser; C6 
to C11, I.F. trimmers; C12, tone con- 
trol. 50 mmf. to .0045-mf.; C13, 0.5-mf.; 
('14, C31, 100 mmf.; C15, C16, C23. C24, 
C29, 0.1-mf.; C17, 1. mf.; C18, C25, 500 
mmf.; C19, C20, C21, dry electrolytic, 
8 mf.; C22, dry electrolytic, (25 cycles. 
only), 4 mf.; C26, C28 C30, 0.25-mf.; 
'C27, .01-mf.; C32, .025-mf.; C33, elec- 
trolytic. 4 mf. 

Resistor R1, manual volume control, 
0.5-meg.; R2, 500 ohms; R3, R4, R5, R6, 
R9. R14. R23. 0.25-meg.; R7, 750 ohms; 
R8. 0.5-meg.; R10, R16, R19, R20, 25,000 
ohms; R11, R15, 5,000 ohms; R12, 
75,000 ohms; R13, 50,000 ohms; R17, 
3.000 ohms; R18. 0.1-meg.; R21. 10,000 
ohms (60 cycles), or 8,000 ohms (25 
cycles) ; R22, 10,000 ohms. 

Tube operating characteristics at a 
line potential of 115 V. are as follows: 
Filament potential, VI to V9, 2.3 V.; 
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V10, 1.7 V. (The following potentials 
are measured to the cathode of the re- 
spective tube indicated.) Heater poten- 
tial, V1, V4, V5, 2.5 V.; V2, 6 V.; V3, 
V6, zero; V7, 10 V. Control -grid poten- 
tial, V1, 0.2-V.; V2, VG, 1. V., and V7, 
1. V. (with vol. control at maximum) 
to 10 V. (with vol. control at mini- 
mum); V3, 2V.; V1, 6 V.; V5, 3.6 V.; 
VS, V9, 4 V. Screen -grid potential, V1, 
85 V.; V2, 80 V.; V4, V5, 110 V.; V8, 
V9, 245 V. Plate potential, V1, 130 V.; 
V2, 120 V.; V3, 90 V.; V4, V7, 175 V.; 
V5, 180 V.; VG, zero; V8, V9, 225 V.; 
V10, plate -to -plate potential, 725 V., 
A.C. Plate current, V1, 1. ma.; V2, 
((.4 -ma.; V -I, 1.1 ma.; V5, 1.2 ma.; V8, 
V9, 5 ma. 

Any attempts to align the I.F. cir- 
cuits of the K-140 chassis in the usual 
manner will result in instability and 
poor over-all fidelity, if adjustments are 
made in the conventional manner and 
with a modulated oscillator, tuning for 
maximum output. In fact, no attempt 
should be made to vary these settings, 
which are determined by special test 
equipment at the factory for obtaining 
10 kc. selectivity throughout the entire 
broadcast band, unless it is absolutely 
necessary. The procedure is as follows: 

Remove the voice -coil shunt connec- 
tion and connect the output meter to 
the secondary of transformer T2. Next, 
remove the oscillator tube and the cap 
lead of V5, and connect the output of 
a 175 kv. service oscillator to the cap of 
the tube. Then, adjust C10 and C11 
for maximum output. Replace the cap 
lead, couple the service oscillator to V4, 
and adjust CS and C9 for maximum 
output at 175 kc. Next, couple the ser- 
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vice oscillator to V2 and adjust C6 and 
C7 for maximum at 175 kc. The os- 
cillator output should be coupled direct- 
ly to the grids, without a dummy an- 
tenna. If the oscillator is capacitative- 
ly coupled the open grid circuit may 
result in circuit oscillation; in this case 
the grid circuit may be completed to 
ground through 1,000 ohms. 

Now, to obtain the full tone quality 
for which the reproducers and the bal- 
ance of the set are designed, it will be 
necessary to flatten out the I.F. chan- 
nel so that it presents uniform gain for 
frequencies of 170 and 180 kc. (The 
gain with the flat-topped adjustment is 
less than when the circuits are adjusted 
for peak resonance.) 

Set the service oscillator at 180 kc. 
and adjust the I.F. trimmers to obtain 
a preliminary output reading; repeat 
this performance, at 170 kc., to obtain 
the same output reading. (It will be 
necessary to go over the six trimmers 
several times.) When thus aligned the 
I.F. amplifier portion of the receiver 
should indicate the same gain at 170 
and 180 kc., and less at 175 kc. 

In aligning the R.F. circuits, it is 
necessary that the R.F. selectivity be 
superimposed on the middle of the I.F. 
selectivity graph in order that the over- 
all selectivity figure will be symmetri- 
cal. Replace the oscillator tube and 
shield, couple the service oscillator to 
the antenna and ground terminals of 
the chassis (hot the antenna terminal 
and the chassis), and operate the ser- 
vice oscillator at 600 kc. Adjust C4A 
for maximum output, while rocking the 
tuning dial across the 600 kc. setting, 
until the output remains fairly constant 
with a shift of several kc. either side 

of 600 kc.; then, finish by adjusting 
CIA, C2A and C3A. Reset the service 
oscillator to 1,400 kc. and align the 
oscillator circuit first. By adjusting 
the oscillator trimmer it is easy to lo- 
cate the two peaks and the dip in the 
middle; the oscillator should be aligned 
for this clip. Finally, align the remain- 
ing R.F. circuits by adjusting CIA, 
C2A and C3A for maximum output. 
Alignment at 1,400 kc. should not affect 
alignment at 600 kc. 

The insert indicates the circuit ar- 
rangement at the rear of the chassis 
for phono-radio operation; also, remote 
control (terminals 1 and 2). Trans- 
former T3 and resistor R1 must be 
matched to the pickup, if it is of low - 
impedance type; T3 may be omitted if 
the pickup is of high -impedance type. 

If the neon beacon tuning beam does 
not extend sufficiently high (luring the 
reception of distant stations, it may he 
necessary to reduce the value of re- 
sistor R2 to perhaps 7,000 ohms. If the 
value is made too low, the beam length 
will extend too far (luring the recep- 
tion of local station programs. 

A complete Kolster installation in- 
cludes an antenna "rejectostat" (coup- 
ler), an R.F. transmission line (as con- 
trasted with the relatively inefficient 
"shielded lead in" ordinarily used) up 
to 1,000 ft. long, and a receiver "re- 
jectostat" (coupler); this greatly re- 
duces the proportion of noise pickup. 
The R.F. transmission line is No. 18 
rubber -covered twisted pair, shielded 
with copper -braided sleeving, and pro- 
tected with a I/16 -in. rubber covering; 
(or Belden Transmission Line Shielded 
Cable may be used). 
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9.25 

DIRLCTIONS 
FOR USING. 

Appendix 

CAUTION-Slhen using re- 
sistors In parallel, don't 
forget that the unit hav- 
ing the owest resistance 
will oarry the most cur- 
rent and therefore it 
should be es large or 
larger than the higher 
resistance unit. 

0 

6.2 

The two outer 
scales on the 
chart represent 
rl and r2 of the 
formula, which 
are the two re- 
sistances connected 
in parallel. The 
center scale repre- 
sent, R of the formu- 
la which Is the oom- 4.25 
bind resistance value 
of the two units (r1 and 
r2) Sn parallel. 9 

15 

To find the combined re- 1.9 
slstence of two resistors 25 
in parallel lay your ruler 3' 
on the left hand scale et a _ h0 
point representing rl. Keep- 
ing one end of the ruler on 2.15 
this point place the other 
end on scale r2 et the point 2 
corresponding to the second 2 
resistance value. The point at 2' 
Which the ruler crosses the 
center scale, R, will be the value 2' 
of the combined resistors. 

To find two resistance values that 5 
will give a desired value, lay she 25 
ruler on the center scale at the 2' 
point representing the desired value. 
Rotate the ruler about this point 
until the ends cross the r,7 and r2 
scales at point. which repl'esen: values 
of resistances that you have on hand or 
can obtain from stock. 

5 

R 
5.00' 

4.75 

4.50 

3.75 

3.50 

3.25 

3.00 

2.75 

2.50 

2.25 

2.00 

1.75 

1.50 

1.25 

1.00 

0.75 

0 .50 

PARALLEL RESISTI.NCE FORMULA. 

10.0 

9 r 
25 

0 

The value of resistances in parallel 
may be calouleted by the formula- 

711 - 

4.25 1 where R is the combined resistance, 
and r , r2, and r3 are the separate 
resistors. 

4.00 Í When only two resistances are 
to be paralleled, the chart will 
give the combined'v.lúe direct- 
ly. If three or more value. are 
to be paralleled, use the chart 
to obtain the combined value 
of two of the resistances, 
and then combine this value 
with the third resistance. 

NOTE -If two values ere to 
be combined which have a 

different number of in- 
tegers such as 50 sed 700, 
use the smell scale (0-1) 
near the point, for the 
emaller figure. Thus by 
using the 7.00 point or 
one scale end the 0.50 
point on the other, 
the value of R le 
found to approxi- 
mately 46.5 ohms. 

75 

25 
' 0 

'25 

0 

6.25 
6 EXAMPLE NO.1 

00 
To obtain the 

S combined resist- 
ance value of a 

6,000 ohm and a 

S.2S 3,000 ohm resist- 
or in parallel lay 

00 the ruler on 6.10 
on the r7 scale and 

2S on 3.00 8n the r2 
.S0 scab. The ruler will 

then cross the center 
25 scale,R, et 2.00 which 

will indicate that the 
'00 combined resistance veil - 

3.25 ue Is 2,000 ohms. 

3.50 EXAMPLE N0.2. To determine 
what resistance value must 

3.25 be connected in parallel 
with a 6,000 ohm resistor 

.00 to give a combined value of 
3,750 ohms lay the ruler on 

the 3.75 point on the R scale. 
o Rotate it until ono end le 

over the 6.00 point on scale r1. 
The other end of the ruler will 

now cross the r2 scale at 10.0 
'00 which indicates that e 10,000 ohm 
25 resistor le needed to give s com- 

1 
SO 

bined value of 3,750 ohms. 

S 

EXAMPLE NO.3. To dotois,lne the com- 
'2S bined value of 400, 600, end 800 ohm 

resistors in parallel; find from the 
chart the combined value of the 400 

and 600 ohm unite. This will be 240 
ohms. Then use this point on the rl 

0 scale rlth the 8.00 point on the r2 
scale. The R or resulting reetstenee of 
the three resistors will be 165 ohms. 

(Courteey Ohmite Mfg. Co.) 
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DETECTORS 
AND AMPLIFIERS 

OUTPUT 
POWER TUBES 

Connertiaeketons I Symbol Type Purpose I 
Connertions Symbol 'Type 

i 

Purpose On F, r 4 
\/1"..cJ Fa WD -1I Detector or 

Amplifier 
t.i e 1 r{ N 

y1 ;_; . 
41 Power 

Pentode 

F 
V, 

.e 

J -cF 
4 /1{C fl _ Ic re WX-12 Detector or 

Amplifier 4 
r- 

e e - 'i 
w 

S 
e;J 

M w 

42 
Pentode 

1.G 

M¡ 
\ 

w_w 
c i i: It 

P 

t. w 
e 

11 
Amplifier lyI r 

7'.- : 
h rfF 

G aje 
r\p¡r j1i 

K Power 
Amplifier 

G 
If - 
'. ) 

~ll" 

4 
/,1 

01 
K y Ar 

56 Detector 
Amplifier 
Ocilltor 

G( 
f. 
-, _ 

4 f'' r ' 1 
F f 

11 
Power 

Amplifier ` _G 

fi 
i 3 4fw 

CeiO 

57 'Mewed 

Amplifier Dlifier 
4 

F. 

+ ! 1 
- 
F 

4 ¡¡ 
f F 

1M 
APower mplifier 

;Á .' 
. ̂

(.¡ 
t G 

.N 

ra_yc 
1.4 WO 

sa R.F.-[.F. 
Amplifier It Detector 

G -y 
F. 

e. - 4 F 

F F 

171A Power 
Amplifier 

G- 

F 

w e 
.. 41,.F 

- G r 

s F 

112A Dtector or 
Amplifier G. 

r-1 
y e 

l4f 
G 

F F 

210 Power 
Amplifier- 
Oscillator 

17111 

re 

J. F 
ir 
ee 

G r 
199 Detector or 

Amplifier 

4' 
.} l f i' /r 

}'p(/ t F 

231 Power 
Amplifier 

4' ..F - G /"J ` 
rT"fF 

200A Detector 
S.6I'erG 

F. .. w 

1f 

c 

1GP 233 Power 
Amplifier G...,. 

J.41 4.1., 

G rp f 201A Detector or 
AmDll(.r iVtfii Nr 

iirtJi p 
ítt 234 Power 

AmDlifir 
a-4 
(4-.,. LL^.k 

_ 
ur 

C G v u Si 
F F 

222 R.F. Amp. 
A.F. ATP. c. 

1-e 1 
1 

G 
t F 

241 Pourer 
Amplifier i a_b w 

d .. 'e G u 
a I Sw 

a 

2x1 

224A 

R.F. Amp. 
Detector 

A.F. Amp. S:Ge 
a w 

t.c ci'r 
yG_IdteA 

M a 

247 Power 
Amplifier 

4 f. y 
4-F 

Ga}(0 P 

F F_I F 

226 Amplifier G~ 
r..B l.r 

!t 01 4 P 

\Y1/ r 
250 Power 

Amplifier 
.,[..,..1_1". 4 v.J -("'1 y 

227 Detector 
Amplifier 

S4- 

w 

l i. -Ñ 

GF 

r< ' 
M M 

LA Pourer 
Amplifier 

G.(e. 

F.,. R ` 

G } I 
¡i`Q,/\ 

F / 230 
Detector or 
Amplifier 

RECTIFIERS 
S -G 
CC 

(( 

II 

tee 
fi P 1{ 232 R.F. ATD- 

Detector r 1,-_, P 
F r 

22 Full -We 
Rectifier 

1.47- C`,ru úi Si 
F f 

23e R.F..I.F. 
Amplifier 

1t Detector R_ 
` 
l_M 

P M 
BA Full -Were 

Rectifier 

Cf. 
a 
M ITS 

as 

w 

Ci 
ta Z35 

AmpR.lifier 
1FI! 

1-- 
1 ey_ 

l1 M -t` ... M 

` 
BH Full -Ware 

Rectifier 

GX- 

II ..w ¡ úi-/1d`_ 
r -Tsc 236 

Amplifier F 
1 

F. 

1- -- _r P /' r -{p(} 
r 

u0 Full -Ware 
R«tifw 

P. 
w 

e 
re `r 
e w 

-4 

-a 

G 

a 
a w 

237 Detector or 
Amplifier 

r. 

. l { 
r r 

201 Half -We.. 
Rectifier 

Cy .¡-.G*cu 
It- 

la : P 

GG 
239 

Amplifier 
F. ! l _ur 

F 

W v 

F r 

e44 
Rectifier 

Gy 
tt-.. 

i x 
F(IIWp1\, 

240 
AVoltage mplifier VOLTAGE REGULATORS 

G1^ 
F 

^t'r 
* F 

G NI 
Amp.Fr -+fl 674 Volta. Rrylto r 

Iii . 
11` 

/ -Tr 

/ rr 861 Detector or 
Amplifier or 
Oscillator 

rV tutr asr 

87G Current 
ator 

Ballast Tube) - 
i7w u GI c1 a 

w,.n- 
i.rlkh 

Detector ®7 
sfrAau W^ M 

abb Current 

(6.1Í.1IT..M) 

(Courtesy Radio Trading Co.) 
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RMA Standard Resistor Color Code 
Figure Color Figure Color 

0 Black 3 Green 
1 Brown 6 Blue 
'_' Red 7 Violet 
3 Orange 8 Gray 
4 Yellow O White 

EXPLANATION OF USE: 
Ten Colors are assigned to the Figures as shown in 

talle above. 

The Body of the Resistor (see diagram) is Colored 
to represent the First Figure of the Resistance Value. 

One End is Colored to represent the Second Figure. 
A Stripe. or Dot. of Color. representing the Number 

of Ciphers following the first two figures is located with- 
in the body color. 

EXAMPLES, ILLUSTRATING THE STANDARD, 

Resistance 

10 Ohms; 
200 Ohms 

3,000 Ohms { 

3.400 Ohms f 

40,111111 Ohms { 

14.000 Ohms 

Body 
Brown 

1 

Red 
0 

Orange 

Orange 
3 

Yellow 
4 

Yellow 
4 

End 
Black 

o 
Black 

11 

Black 
11 

Yellow 
4 

Black 
0 

Yellow 
4 

Body 

fad 

Stripe 

D o, 

ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

TABLE OF RESISTANCE VALUES 

and RMA Standard Color Code 

Dot 
Black 

No Ciphers 
Brown 

One Cipher 
Red 

Two Ciphers 
Red 

Two Ciphers 
Orange 

Three Ciphers 
Orange 

Three Ciphers 

Megohms Ohms Body End Dot 
.0005 31111 Green Black I: roan 
.11111175 7311 Violet /:reel, (tray,, 
.001 1,0110 Bro,1n Black Red 
.11013 1,5011 Brown Green Red 
.0117 2.0011 Ite,I Black red 
.11025 2.500 Red Green Ile.) 
.1103 3.01111 Orange Black Iced 
.001 1,00n 1'ellon Black Iced 
.1103 .5,000 (tree,. Black iced 
.006 6,0110 Blue Black Red 
.0117 2.000 V lolet Black Red 
.00$ 8.000 (tray Mark Red 
.11114 

.01 
9.1)1111 

11000 
Male 
Bros n 

Black 
Black 

lied 
Orange 

.111_ 12,0110 Ikon Iced (/range 
Ala 13,01111 Itron Creel, Orinae 
.02 20,000 Red Black Orange 
.11.25 23,1100 Ile,, (Ireen Orange 
.113 30.000 Orange Black Orange 

.114 40.000 Yellow Black Orange 

.03 20,0101 Creep Black Orange 

.05 60,0011 Blue Black Orange 
.1175 5.11111) \Tolet Green Orange 
.09 911.000 white Black Orange 
.1 100,000 Brown Black Yellow 
.15 15(1,000 Brmul I:reen Yet In,, 

9011,1)00 Iced Black Vello,, 
250.000 Red Green Yellow .3 300.000 Orange Black Yello 

4 400,000 Yells,, Black Yellow 

, 

500,000 
750,000 

I:reen 
Violet 

Black 
Oreen 

Vello,, 
Yellow 1. 1,000.000 Brown It lack Green 

1.5 1.51)0,0)10 Brown Green Green 
2.000,000 Red Black Itrees 
2,500,1100 /led Green 1 :reen 

3.1 3,000.000 ((range Black I:reen 
4. 4.1(00,01111 Yellow Black I :reen 

5,000.000 Itreen Black Green 
u. 1:.000,000 Blue Black C reen 

7,000.000 Violet Black Greco 
5. 8.000.01111 (:ray Black Green 
0. 

lo. 
0.000.000 

11..000.1100 
while 
Broom 

Black 
!Shirk 

C ree,, 
Blue 

y Í 



5 Times Better Resistance 
. . . Ranges 

.,c wt o 

tye-y .'_>, ' ~ 
..w,yiMY`-,eY Yf - . .. . . - 

o -Q Q 
Famed throughout the Radio Service 

world as the "greatest testing instrument 
in history." Combining in the one com- 
pact case SUPREME DIAGNOMETER. 
plus SHIELDED OSCILLATOR. plus 
ADVANCED TUBE TESTER, plus OHM 
MEGOHMMETER. plus CAPACITOR 
TESTER -5 complete and essential in- 
struments in one for the price of 1: 

All Supreme Instruments offer resistance 
ranges five times higher than any competi- 
tive instrument with equivalent battery 

SUPREME DIAGNOMETER 

AAA 1 - $1 47.50 
Dealers Net Price. F.O.B. Greenwood. Miss. 

5 Ultra modern instruments II 
in one for the price of 

Complete Resistance Analysis 
Made On Panel 

SUPREME 
SET ANALYZER 

MODEL 56 - 156.25 
Dealers' Net Price. F.O.B. Greenwood, Miss. 

A sensational analyzer at the price. In the new Model 56 all radio cinuits 
terminate at pin jacks on the analyzer panel for direct. complete resistance 
analysis, in addition to the usual current-voltage measurements. 
The famous SUPREME "MULTIMETER" is also employed in the new 
Model 56. so all A.C. and D.C. current and voltage measurements are inter- 
preted on a single scale. This is accomplished by a system of compensa- 
tion which is an exclusive patented Supreme feature. The astounding flexi- 
bility of this wonder meter has become so well known throughout the realm 
of radio service that it is hard for many radio -men to realize that it is avail- 
able in an Analyzer that costs only $56.25. See it. Convince yourself. 
Order it on a 10 day test guarantee. 

SEND FOR 
CATA LOG 

The new 1933 SU- 
PREME CATALOG 
is the "book of the 
year" that every ser- 
vice man needs to 
plan for profit. It's 
Free! 

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP., 
456 Supreme Bldg.. Greenwood. Miss. 

Please send me. free of cast or obliga- 
tion, the new 1933 Supreme Catalog. 

Name 

Add re,.s 

City State 

Jobber's Name 

Address 
-J 
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RESISTORS 1 Qli 

Fill Every Resistance Need 
Metallized New LYNCH Resistometer 

Standard for more than 8 
years with leading manufac- 
turer and laboratories. ldlal 
for use in radios and measur- 
ing instruments where accur- 
acy and wattage dissipation 
meet engineering requirements. 
Available in isj, 1. 2, and 3 watt ratings-(Lynch wattage 
ratings are extremely conser- 
vative-each unit being indi- 
vidually tested before ship- 
ment at twice its rated watt- age)-and in resistance values 
rating from 60 ohms to 10 
meg ohms. Higher values to 
specifications on special order. 
Type LF 4%-t,! Watt - 

50 Ohms to 5. Megohms 20e 
Type LF 4-1 Watt - 
100 Ohms to 10. Megohms 20c 
Type Lit 4-2 Watt - 

50 Ohms to 2. Megohms 30e 
Type LM 3-3 Watt - 
500 Ohms to 250,000 Ohms 40e 

Complete 
ducts are 

FREE with 8 Handjpaks 
The New Wmrh Resistometer, the 
handiest service unit ever devised. 
ran now be had FREE with Lynch 
Handlpaks. This is the most 
popular and practical service pack- 
age ever otTererl. 
Now-in a litfy-you can measure 
accurately the resistance value you 
ve to replace-with the New 

LYNCH Resistometer. 
Any value Ls obtained by the handy 
combine Ions made possible by 
LYNCH HANDIPAKS. Each Han- 
dipak contains ten assorted One or 
Two Watt Res istors of the Metal- 
lized Type. 
Complete Resistometer and four No. 

1 ; three No. 2 and one No. 3 Han- 
dipaks, to Dealers and Servicemen; 

List Price 521.00 
YOUR COST _310.00 net 

Power Wire -Wound 

Ail Gale. «S... 

5WATT TYPE LW -5 

Lynch Power Wire -Wound Resistors are 
very conservatively rated and have 
withstood laboratory tests conducted by 
leading manufacturers, laboratories. 
government departments, technical 
schools and leading engineering organ- 
izations. Pigtail connections on Lynch 
Power Wire -Wound Resistors a r e 
moulded to the resistance unit itself in 
the same manner which has proved so 
successful with Lynch metallized resis- 
tors. 
Heat - Cold - Moisture - Overload 
do not change the resistance value of 
these most satisfactory r sistors in the 
"power" class. They are available in 
3. 5, 10, and 15 watt ratings and in 
values ranging from 25 ohm up to and 
including 50.000 ohms. Normal toler- 
ance of these resistors Is 5 %. 
Type LP 3 3 R'att- 

50 Ohms to 5.000 Ohms ............ 35, 
Tyne LP 5-5 Watt - 

50 Ohms to 15.000 Ohms ............- _...... 35c 
Ty^e I,P 10-10 watt - 

5o Ohms to 30.000 Ohms .. .... ..- 50e 
ry pe LP 13-15 Watt - 

50 Ohms to 50.000 Ohms . . _._. 65e 
information concerning the manner in which this and other Lynch pro - employed in Resistance Measurements, and every other radio need may be 

had from any Lynch distributor or by writing directly to us. 
Lynch Manufacturing Co., Inc. 711 General Motors Bldg. New York, N. Y. 

Headquarters for Test -Equipment 
WE HAVE IN STOCK AT ALL TIMES 

the largest variety of meters in New York City. We are 
distributors for Weston -Jewell, Supreme, Dayrad. Hickok, 
Franklin and Readrite test equipment. WHOLESALE DIS- 
COUNTS. 

While They Last We Can Offer 
2 OUTSTANDING BARGAINS 

JEWELL 'Dar Pr1e. 

209 TUBE si3.ya 
CHECKER 

with adapters for 
67 and 58 tubes. 

List 
830 

JEWELL 579 Oar Pries 
TEST PANEL Q 
complete with re- 114,mate 

control. 

List 3278.50 

These items are all new factory packed and fully guaranteed. 
A money order for 20% of the amount must accompany all C. O. D. orders. 

We cre headquarters for all Lynch 
Products. Wholesale discounts given. . IJ IN I?, t D 1 0 C0.1 

227 Fulton St. (Corner Greenwich St.) New York City 
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Make MÓrIy Móné .th this with . 

- l t BetterTester. . . 

NET' TO 

List.3SSoo 

TESTER No. 1000 

NOW 
you can test automatic volume control, diode, resist- 
ance coupling, phase shifting, automatic noise sup- 
pression, automatic tone control and the many varia- 

tions of these circuits. Until this new, exclusively Readrite method ap- 
peared, it was necessary to pick your way through the circuits by the 
laborious and confusing prod contact method. The fact that voltage 
tests are inadequate and that they lead to gross errors compels 
testing of modern set circuits by the resistance method. 

Mr. Dealer and Mr. Serviceman! Here is an A.C. tube tester that 
will fill' your every requirement. Simple to use.. Accurate and de- 
pendable, even at different line voltages. Only one test button for 
every type tube-an exclusive Readrite feature. Tests the conduct- 
ance of all tubes-over the counter and out of the set. Permits 
accurate checking of all the old and new tubes in use today. 

If your jobber cannot supply you, 
we will ship the No. 1000 Tester 
directly to you-when remittance 
accompanies your order at dealer's 
net price of $33.00. 

Readrite Meter 
Works 

40 College Avenue 
Bluffton. Ohio 

Mail this Coupon 
READRITE METER WORKS, 

40 COLLEGE AVE., 
BLUFFTON, OHIO. 
Gentlemen: 
Please send me information about 
Readrite No. 1000 Resistance, Con- 
tinuity and Capacity Teste,. Also 
catalog of other servicing Instruments. 

Name 

Street Address 

City Slate .. . 
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i train -1,, athome 

. E. Smith President. Nv nncl itad (Retitute. the moo 
h b 

Study lie eed mb came 
a ioes f 

for the Radio inducery than 
Sae other men la America. 

Free Book 
Tells How 

Mail Coupon! 

Radiojob 
n 

Get my big FREE book on the opportunities in 
Radio. Read hose quickly you can learn at home 
in your spare time to be a Radio Expert-what 
good jobs my graduates have been getting-real 
jobs with real futures. 

Many Radio Experts Make $So to $ioo a Week 
Over 300,000 jobs have been created by Radio's 
growth, and thousands more will be created by its 
continued development. Many men and young men 
with the right training-the kind of training I 
Fite you in the N. R. I. course-have stepped into 
Radio at two and three times their former salaries. 

Many N.R.I. Men Have made $200 to 
in spare time while learning 

The day you enroll with me I rend you material which 
you should matter quickly for doing 28 jobs, common 
In most every neighborhood, for sparetime money. I give 
you the plans and ideas that have made $200 to 81,000 
'or N. It. I. students in their upare time while study - 
Wig. 

- - -- 
My course is famous as the course that pays 

forItself. I have doubled 

y _I ` 451 
... 

Talking Movies, Television, 
Aircraft Radio Included 

...e . \: 

and tripled the 
salaries of many. 

Special training In Talking Movies Television Find out about and home Television experiments, Radio's use 
in Aviat ion, Servicing and Merchandising Sets, this tested way Broadcasting. Commercial and Ship Stations are 
included. I am so sure that N. It. I. can train 171/'g/Ti'i? 
you satisfactorily that 1 will agree in writing 
to refund every penny of ,>moor tuition if you 
are not satisfied with my Lessons and Instruc- 
tion Service upon completion. 

e -page Zook of Informatlon 
FREE 

Get your copy today. It tells you where 
Radio's good jobs are, what they ' pay, tills you about my course, what others 

who have taken it are doing and making. 
Find out what Radio offers you without 
the slightest obligation. ACT NOW! 

.. NEW Radio Equipment 
for Broad Practical Experience 
Given Without Extra Charge 
With this equipment you work out many of the 
things you read in textbooks. From it you get 
the experience that tells an expert from abe- 
ginner. In a short time you hare learned what 
n ould take years to learn in the field. You 
make experiments illustrating the important 
principles in the 25 best known receiving seta. 

PAY 
FILL O AND MAI 
-THIS COUDO 

J. E. SMITH. President 
National Radio Institute, Dept. 2E1)7 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Smith: Send me your free 
book. I understand this request does not 
obligate me and that no salesman will call. 

NAME 

ADIMESS 

CITY STATE 
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Which of These 

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUALS 
Do You Need to Complete Your Files? 

I ' 

There2s perhaps one or more of these great service manuals 
which you might need to complete your set. Collectively they 
represent the largest collection of service data ever compiled. 
Evidence of their importance to Radio men is shown by the 
fact that over 80,000 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE 
MANUALS have been sold during the past few years. Use 
the coupon below to order your Manuals. 

1,200 Pages 
1936 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
9 x 12 Inches Over, 2,500 Illustrations Looseleaf Binder, Hard Covers 

LIST PRICE $7.00 

1935 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
Over 1,000 Pages 9x12 Inches Over 3,000 Illustrations Flexible, Looseleaf, Leatherette Cover 

LIST PRICE $7.00 

1934 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
Over 400 Pages 9x12 Inches Over 2,000 Illustrations Flexible, Looseleaf, Leatherette Cover 

LIST PRICE $3.50 

1933 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
Over 700 Pages 9:12 Inches Over 2,000 Illustrations Flexible, Looseleaf, Leatherette Cover 

LIST PRICE $5.00 

1932 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
Over 1,000 Pages 9x12 Inches Over 2,000 Illustrations Flexible. Looseleaf. Leatherette Cover 

LIST PRICE $5.00 

1931 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
650 Pages (Including Supplements) 9x12 Inches Over 1,500 Illustrations 

Flexible, Looseleaf, Leatherette Cover 

(Including Supplements) 
LIST PRICE $4.50 

For Car -Radio Servicing - Get These 

OFFICIAL AUTO -RADIO SERVICE MANUALS 
1935 MANUAL 

Over 240 Pages 9x12 Inches Over 500 Illustrations 
Flexible. Looseleaf, Leatherette Cover 

1933 MANUAL 
Over 240 Pages 19x12 Inches Over 500 Illustrations 

Flexible. Looseleaf, Leatherette Cover 

LIST PRICE $2.50 LIST PRICE $2.50 

Send remittance for any OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL in form of check or 
money order. Register letter if it contains cash or currency. ALL MANUALS ARE SENT 
POSTAGE PREPAID. 

RADCRAFT PUBLICATIONS, Inc. 
99 -SS HUDSON STREET NEW YORK, N, Y. 
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Let these eminent Radio Authors guide 
you through your radio service work! 

The importance of Radio Service Men can be ap- 
preciated when it is realized that of the 56,200,000 
radio sets in the world, over one-half of that 
number are in use in this country. Approximately 
22,500,000 must be serviced, and the Radio Serv- 
ice Men are the only ones that can do this big job. 

RADIO -CRAFT is published exclusively for 
Service men. It is edited with the view to give 
the Service Man the latest- and most valuable 
service information obtainable. It is the maga- 
zine to read if you want to be successful in radio 
service work. 

The list of contributors shown at the right repre- 
sents the finest array of authorities on radio serv- 
icing on the staff of any publication. These 
writers are continually working for your benefit. 

Get a copy of the current issue of RADIO -CRAFT 
from your newsdealer today-read it from cover 
to cover. Then judge for yourself if it is not the 
finest servicing magazine published today. Once 
you have read your first issue, you'll never let a 
month pass without getting the next issue. 

We will send you RADIO -CRAFT for One Year 
at the Special Pate of $2.00. (Foreign $2.50.) 
This is a saving of 1/3 over the regular newsstand 
rate. Send remittance in form of check, stamps 
or money order to 

Editors of 
RADIO -CRAFT 
HUGO GERNSBACK 

Editor -in -Chief 

R. D. WASHBURNE 
Managing Editor 

N. H. LESSEM 

Associate Editor 

C. P. MASON 
Associate Editor 

Contributors to 

RADIO -CRAFT 
M. M. BRISBIN 

KENDALL CLOUGH 

A. A. GHIRARDI 

GLENN H. BROWNING 

CHARLES SICURANZA 

SAMUEL O. MILBOURNE 

F. L. SPRAYBERRY 

ARTHUR H. LYNCH 

A. C- SHANEY 

BERTRAM M. FREED 

J. B. CARTER 

CLIFFORD E. DENTON 

MILTON REINER 

FRANK J. LESTER 

J. T. BERNSLEY 

RADIO -CRAFT MAGAZINE 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 


